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Abstract
Lower science achievement and substantial racial performance gaps persist
among students in the US. In the current reform of science teaching, inquiry-based
science teaching is assumed effective in improving all student science learning in both
scientific content and process and reducing learning gaps across racial groups.
Conversely, traditional didactic science teaching is believed to be the most popular and
has contributed to lower science achievement and the racial gap. These two assumptions,
although central to science teaching reforms, cannot be empirically sustained in the
existing literature on science teaching. Framed through the theoretical perspectives of
inquiry-based instruction and culturally relevant pedagogy, this study examines several
specific hypotheses relevant to the two assumptions using the eighth grade US student
questionnaire surveys and student performance data from the Trends in International
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 2007. An exploratory factor analysis and a twolevel hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) approach were used for the data analysis to
examine these hypotheses. Results from the study indicated that three science-teaching
approaches (more inquiry-oriented, more didactic, and practice-based teaching) emerged
from the analysis of TIMSS 2007 data. However, none of the three approaches match the
theoretical assumptions as defined in most research. Additionally, none of them showed a
statistical relationship to science knowing or applying achievements for Caucasian,
African American, or Hispanic students. Moreover, a more inquiry-based science
teaching approach was found to be negatively related to student science knowing and
applying achievement for Asian American students. It was also more likely to reduce the
achievement gap between African American and Asian American students.
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Chapter 1 Importance of Research Questions
As we move into the 21st century, learning science becomes more and more
important. Competition among countries now revolves around the comparative advantage
demonstrated in the science knowledge of a country’s workforce (Bybee & Fuchs, 2006;
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2011). Thus, preparing better
science professionals and encouraging more students to pursue careers in science will
presumably help the United States retain its' economic competitiveness in the
international arena (Carter, 2005; National Research Council, 2012). Further, science
education is also essential for preparing informed citizens with scientific literacy that
enables them to make wise decisions through democratic processes related to health,
population growth, natural resources, environment, and safety, and participate actively in
other civic and cultural affairs (Roberts, 2007). Finally, science education is important for
students of all backgrounds in order to enhance their opportunities for success (Labaree,
1997; National Research Council, 2012).
Learning science is not only to understand the body of substantive content
knowledge, which includes specific facts and well-developed theories in different subject
areas, such as biology, chemistry, physics and earth science, but also the process
knowledge by which the substantive knowledge is produced, developed, refined, and
revised (Achieve, 2013; Bybee, 1997; Rutherfort, 1964). Although process knowledge
can be defined in different ways, according to the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) there are eight components which are: asking questions; developing and using
models; planning and carrying out investigations; analyzing and interpreting data; using
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mathematical thinking; constructing explanations; engaging in argument from evidence;
and evaluating and communicating information (Achieve, 2013).
A large number of international comparative studies continue to show that US
students had alarmingly poor performances in both science content and process
knowledge on standardized science assessments when compared to some Asian and
European countries (Gonzales & Williams, 2009; OECD, 2009; Lee, Buxton, Lewis, &
Leroy, 2006). As shown in the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS) 2007, the average US fourth-grade science content scores were lower than those
in four countries in Asia (Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, and Japan). At the
eighth grade level, students in nine countries (Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Japan, Korea,
England, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovenia and Russian Federation) also had higher
science content scores than the US. For process knowledge, US fourth-graders were
outperformed by their peers in one country while US eighth-graders were outperformed
by their peers in six to ten countries. According to 2009 data from the Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA), US 15-year-olds were not as good at process
knowledge as their peers from 18 other countries who participated in the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2009).
Meanwhile, middle grades play a central role in increasing students’ science
achievements (Jackson & Davis, 2000) because this period is regarded as a critical
"turning point" for many students in the education pipeline and it is one of the "last real
opportunities to affect their educational and personal trajectory" (Jackson & Hornbeck,
1989, p. 831). Cognitive research also confirms that this developmental period presents
an opportunity to promote student proficiency to be successful thinkers, learners, and
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decision makers throughout their lives, and especially to help them begin to learn the
science they need to know to thrive in the modern world (Anderman, 2012; Kolodner,
Hmelo, & Narayanan, 1996; Mac, Epstein, & Iver, 2012; Thomas, 2012). Empirical
studies showed that in the middle grades, differences begin to appear in students’
attitudes toward science (Catsambis, 1995; Gibson & Chase, 2002) and the scores for
scientific reasoning increased significantly between the ages of 13-15 (Kwon & Lawson,
2000). According to Kennedy-Manzo (2000), middle school sets a path for the student
future learning and students’ science learning in high school and college can be
accelerated if they build a strong foundation at this critical point (Muller, Stage, & Kinzie,
2001). However, about 35 percent of US eighth graders scored below “Basic Level” in
science (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012), which means partial mastery of
prerequisite content knowledge and process knowledge fundamental for proficient work
at this grade level. TIMSS 2007 results also indicated that US 8th graders’ science scores
have not made gains since 1995 (Gonzales & Williams, 2009), which made educators and
policymakers worry about how schools are preparing middle grade students to lean
science.
Another pressing challenge of science education in the US is huge gaps among
student science achievements across different racial groups at the middle grade level.
Caucasian and Asian American students scored higher in science than students from other
races and ethnicities (Scott, Rock, Pollack, Ingels, & Quinn, 1995; Muller et al., 2001).
Based on the 2007 TIMSS results, Caucasian and Asian American eighth-graders scored
more than 60 points higher in science on average than Hispanic students and more than
80 points higher than African American students (Gonzales & Williams, 2009). The 2009
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National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) showed that the gap between
either African American or Hispanic students and their Caucasian counterparts was more
than 30 points in eighth-grade science scaled scores (NCES, 2011).
Researchers and policy makers assumed that teaching quality is a central factor in
influencing US student science achievement and reducing the performance gap between
Caucasian students and African American and Hispanic students (Fogleman, McNeill, &
Krajcik, 2011; Lavonen & Laaksonen, 2009; Lynch, Kuipers, Pyke, & Szesze, 2005
Wenglinsky, 2000). This assumption has played an important role in driving science
education reform from the very beginning of the 1900’s to the present (Barrow, 2006;
National Research Concil, 2012).
On the one hand, some science education research suggest that most teachers use
traditional didactic science teaching (Barrow, 2006; Capps et al., 2012; Duschl,
Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007), which sees students as passive receptors and stresses
conveying fact and knowledge to them. The typical components of such teaching include
teachers relying on textbooks and lectures to convey science content and having students
memorize de-contextualized scientiﬁc facts (Smerdon, Burkam, & Lee, 1999). Science
knowledge is usually presented as facts and students are typically not free to experience
the problem solving process (Hamilton, Mccaffrey, Stecher, Klein, & Bugliari, 2011; Van
Driel, Beijaard, & Verloop, 2001). Didactic instruction has been assumed to fail to meet
the reform goals because “many students were mastering disconnected facts in lieu of
broader understandings, critical reasoning, and problem solving skills’’ (National
Research Council, 2000, p. 17).
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On the other hand, underlying various science reform policy documents (AAAS,
1993, 2001; National Research Concil, 1996, 2000, 2012), inquiry-based instruction is
seen powerful to help all students learn both science content knowledge and process
knowledge (Ertepinar, 1996; National Research Council, 1996; 2000; Keys, Bryan, &
Hall, 2001; Lee & Paik, 2000) as it allows students to learn various kinds of scientific
content in a way that reflects how this knowledge is constructed within the various
scientific communities (Achieve, 2013; Fogleman, McNeill, & Krajcik, 2011; National
Research Concil, 1996, 2000, 2012). In such teaching, “making observations; posing
questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is already
known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in light of
experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data; proposing
answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results” are the central
components (National Research Council, 1996, p. 23) although teachers do not need to
implement all the components in any of their lessons (Anderson, 1996, 2002; National
Research Council, 1996, 2000, 2012). Such a science teaching approach and its
assumptions has driven the policies of science education reform around all over the
world, such as Australia, China, England, and European countries (Abd-El-Khalick et al.,
2004; Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2008; Dogan & AbdEl-Khalick, 2008; Department for Education, 2013; European Commission, 2007; Wei,
2009). New curriculum standards and relevant professional development programs have
been developed to help teacher change their beliefs and instruction practices from a
didactic way to a more inquiry-based approach in the US (Blanchard et al., 2010; Capps,
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Crawford, & Constas, 2012; Geier et al., 2008; Gess-Newsome, Southerland, Johnston, &
Woodbury, 2003; Keys, Bryan, & Hall, 2001).
Scholars (Anderson, 1996; Osborne, 1996) start to soften the extreme positions
about the two teaching approaches in science education and see the relationship between
the two as a continuum as shown below in Table 1.

Table 1 Inquiry--Didactic Orientation Science Teaching Approach Continuum
Predominant Components of Inquiry-based

Predominant Components of Traditional

Instruction

Didactic Teaching

Making observations;

Listening to lectures;

Posing questions;

Reading textbook;

Examining books and other sources of

Memorizing de-contextualized scientiﬁc

information to see what is already known;

facts;

Planning investigations;

Drill

Reviewing what is already known in light
of experimental evidence;
Using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret
data;
Proposing answers, explanations, and
Communicating the results
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In spite of the idea of continuum, the above assumptions face several problems as
following:
First, the existing literature does not show clearly whether and to what extent
traditional didactic science teaching is actually the most popular teaching method
(Hudson, McMahon, & Overstreet, 2002; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck,
2003). Moreover, there are no clear and consistent definition about didactic science
teaching approach (Furtak, Seidel, Iverson, & Briggs, 2012; Minner, Levy, & Century,
2010; Shymansky, Kyle & Alport, 1983). Such a situation make it even hard to measure
whether and to what extent didactic teaching exists prevailingly in the classroom and the
influences of such teaching on student performances consistently (Barrow, 2006; Cuevas,
Lee, Hart, & Deaktor, 2005; Furtak et al., 2012; Minner, Levy, & Century, 2010;
Shymansky, Kyle, & Alport, 1983). Thus, it is important to find what kind of science
teaching approaches exists popularly in the science classroom and whether and to what
extent it influences students’ performance significantly.
Second, the empirical base also complicates the assumption about the
effectiveness of inquiry-based instruction in improving student science achievement,
especially process knowledge compared to the didactic approach (Blanchard et al., 2010;
Blank, Porter, & Smithson, 2001; Mayer, 1999). Even though inquiry-based instruction
was shown to be generally beneficial to student science learning (Furtak, Seidel, Iverson,
& Briggs, 2012; Minner, Levy, & Century, 2010; Shymansky, Kyle, & Alport, 1983),
recent published studies also provided mixed findings of its effectiveness on student
content and process knowledge achievement. While some studies showed the positive
results of inquiry-based instruction, other studies showed that there is no significant
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difference between these two teaching approaches on students’ specific science
achievement. Given this situation, an examination on different teaching approaches and
their effectiveness on student science learning is important and necessary so that change
can be guided more precisely. As said by Darling-Harmmond, “we need to stop
‘reforming’ and become smart and honest about what kinds of educational strategies
actually work” (Tucker, 2011, p. xi). Therefore, it is necessary to examine whether and to
what extent inquiry-based science teaching is effective in students content and process
knowledge achievement.
Third, even if we can identify the effective science teaching approach in
improving science achievements in general, it is still not clear whether and to what extent
such a teaching approach will influence the science achievements of African American,
Hispanic, Asia and Caucasian students respectively. According to the ideas of culturally
responsive teaching, different teaching approaches are necessary to help improve science
learning of students from different racial groups given their unique culture structure say a
little bit more here (Lee, Luykx, Buxton, & Shaver, 2007; Luykx & Lee, 2007). Thus, it
is important to examine whether and to what extent the cultural responsive assumption
can be empirically supported. Even though the reform documents have clear statements
about equity and inquiry instruction that all students are supposed to exposed to (National
Research Council 1996, 2000, 2012), the empirical evidence to support effectiveness of
proposed instructional approach in creating more equitable opportunities for students
across different racial groups is clearly limited (Donmoyer, 1995; Lynch, Kuipers, Pyke,
& Szesze, 2005; Secker, 2002).
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The purpose of this study is to examine what kinds of science teaching
approaches as framed using the continuum of inquiry–base and didactic teaching
approaches used in the US classrooms of middle school students and whether to what
extent these science teaching approaches will influence student science learning and the
racial achievement gaps among them. In particular, the study examines the following
specific research questions:
1. What kinds of science teaching approaches that reflect the continuum of
inquiry-based and traditional didactic teaching orientations exist in eighth grade US
science classroom?
2. Within each of the four racial groups from US eighth grade students, whether
and to what extent each of these science teaching approaches identified in this study is
associated with student science content achievement?
3. Within each of the four racial groups from US eighth grade students, whether
and to what extent each of these science teaching approaches is associated with student
science process achievement?
4. Whether and to what extent each of these science teaching approaches is
associated with student science achievement gap between four racial groups from US
eighth grade students?
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework
To explain the relationship between different teaching approaches and student
science learning, two lines of conceptual assumptions that influence science education
reform at the policy and program levels have been developed. These assumptions are
used to frame the questions, design, and analysis of the study.
Assumptions of Inquiry-Based and Didactic Science Teaching
The first conceptual assumption is that inquiry based science teaching is effective
in improving all student science learning and reducing learning gaps across racial groups.
Conversely, traditional didactic science teaching, which is believed to be the most
popular, contributes to lower science achievement and increases the gap among different
racial groups (Warren, Ballenger, Ogonowski, Rosebery, & Hudicourt-Barnes, 2001).
These assumptions are directly reflected in the science reform documents (National
Research Council, 1996; 2000).
The underlying theory of these assumptions is that children, no matter their
backgrounds, are natural inquirers who ponder natural phenomena, find evidence for their
questions, and seek alternative explanations using their prior knowledge as a base like a
scientist. Therefore science learning is seen as a scientific inquiry process in which
learners actively construct and develop their own knowledge by interacting with their
environment and other people (Dewey, 1916, 1956; Piaget, 1973, 1980; Piaget &
Inhelder, 1969; Vygotsky, 1978). Following this line of thinking about science and its
learning, inquiry-based instruction is supposed to provide students with the opportunities
to learn science content and process knowledge by building on their previous experience
and knowledge (Meyer & Crawford, 2011). Bransford, Brown and Cocking (1999)
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further pushed this line of thinking into four specific ideas about how and why children
learn science content and process knowledge through inquiry-based teaching.
First, inquiry-based instruction provides learner-centered environments in which
students could draw on their prior experience and knowledge to develop meaningful
questions that could lead to them to deepen and broaden their new understandings
(Donovan, Bransford, & Pellegrino, 1999; National Research Council, 2000). Since all
children are born investigators, they have developed their own ideas about science and
brought these ideas to the classroom (Bransford et al., 1999; National Research Council,
2000; 2012). Thus, “inquiry into authentic questions generated from student experiences
is the central strategy for teaching science” (Bransford et al., 1999, p. 31).
Second, inquiry-based instruction provides knowledge-centered environments in
which teachers can help students learn science by using their own observations and
investigations to build general principles or ideas that they can subsequently transfer to
new situations. During this process, students are supposed to change their ideas and
develop a deeper understanding based on the data and evidence for an alternative idea
instead of memorizing the isolated facts from a science textbook (Donovan, Bransford, &
Pellegrino, 1999). At the same time, students develop their process knowledge by
practicing in a variety of contexts, such as analyzing and interpreting data, making
arguments through seeking evidence for different explanations, and seeking feedback on
their practice (Donovan, Bransford, & Pellegrino, 1999; National Research Council,
2000; 2012).
Third, inquiry-based instruction can also provide assessment-centered
environments in which, hopefully, students will take more control of their own learning
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and use “metacognition” to monitor and regulate their knowledge (American
Psychological Association, 1993) through investigation activities. Also, students are
expected to evaluate their ideas and change their understanding using feedback through
formative and summative assessment from teachers and their peers (Anderson, 1996;
2000). Through this kind of learning, students can understand the main purpose of this
process and grasp what they need to learn through asking questions, such as “How do I
design and plan the experiment to work out the specific problem?” and “What kind of
data do I need to collect and how can I explain it?” (Donovan, Bransford, & Pellegrino,
1999; National Research Council, 2000).
Fourth, inquiry-based instruction provides community-centered environments in
which students interact with others in the social environment through articulating their
ideas to others and challenging each other through class discussion and collaborative
learning (Lee & Luykx, 2006; National Research Council, 2000; Rosebery et al., 1992).
During this process, students also learn how to make arguments and restructure their
knowledge for developing a deeper understanding of major ideas (Donovan, Bransford,
& Pellegrino, 1999; National Research Council, 2000).
Implied in the above assumptions is the idea that inquiry-based science teaching
may allow all students, no matter their language or culture, to develop a deeper
understanding of science concepts and improve the process knowledge of solving
problems in a meaningful context for several reasons. Many proponents of inquiry-based
instruction regard traditional didactic teaching as the more popular form of science
teaching (Barrow, 2006; Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Roehrig & Garrow,
2007). This kind of teaching is mainly focused on using textbooks and lectures to convey
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science content, and having students memorizing decontextualized scientiﬁc facts
(Smerdon, Burkam, & Lee, 1999). It contributes to US students’ lower performance in
content and process knowledge, and the performance gaps between Caucasian students
and Hispanic, African American and other non-mainstream student groups (Meyer &
Crawford, 2011) in two ways.
First, this approach focuses on the transmission of facts to students, usually
through teachers’ lecture and students’ drill and practices based on textbooks. During this
learning process, students are passive receptors of science knowledge instead of actively
relating their learning to their own experience and prior knowledge they brought to the
classroom (Smerdon, Burkam, & Lee, 1999). They master isolated facts instead of
developing a deep understanding of science content and process knowledge (National
Research Council, 1996; 2000). As a result they may lose interest and motivation to learn
science (National Research Council, 2012).
Second, by focusing on memorizing factual knowledge, the didactic-orientated
classroom offers students fewer opportunities to develop their science knowledge by
doing science themselves (Leonard & Chandler, 2012). Exposed to this teaching for a
long time, students may learn to see science as a static body of knowledge (Roth &
Roychoudhury, 2003).
This line of thinking has been influencing US science teaching reform
(Shymansky, Kyle, & Alport, 1983) by engaging students in more inquiry-based
instruction and deemphasizing using traditional didactic teaching (American Association
for the Advancement of Science, 1989, 1993; National Research Council,1996, 2000,
2012; National Science Teachers’ Association Position-Statement 1998). Such science
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teaching reform has also had an impact on reform policy and programs for teacher
education and professional development (Keys & Bryan, 2001). Millions of dollars have
been spent on these programs to support classroom teachers in moving away from
didactic science teaching and towards inquiry-based instruction through enhancing
science teachers content knowledge and changing their beliefs and understanding of
inquiry-based pedagogy (Capps, Crawford, & Constas, 2012; Grove, Dixon, & Pop, 2009;
Luft, 2001; Van Driel, Beijaard, & Verloop, 2001).
In this dissertation study, the above theoretical assumptions and ideas related to
the assumption are reviewed in several ways. First, this study examines whether and to
what extent science teaching approaches reflect inquiry-based and traditional didactic
teaching orientations in eighth grade US science classrooms. Second, it examines the
relationship between science teaching approaches oriented towards inquiry-based and
traditional didactic practices with student science content and process achievement.
Assumption of Culturally Responsive Teaching for Diverse Students
The second line of assumption is one of culturally responsive teaching. This
assumption stresses that different racial groups need different teaching approaches to
improve their learning that are consistent with their learning needs, styles, and habits
(Ladson-Billings, 1995). Following this assumption, culturally responsive instructional
approach is seen effective in teaching students with different racial and ethnic
backgrounds, and is therefore presumed to simultaneously improve their academic
achievement while helping to maintain their cultural integrity and develop their ability to
critique social inequities (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
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The underlying theory is that the nature and characteristics of students’ cultural
structure can be different across different racial and ethnic groups which shape their
thoughts as well as what and how they learn in schools (Gay, 2000; Griner & Stewart,
2012; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 1997). Teaching approaches effective for a particular racial
or ethnic group need to be developed with great respect and consideration for cultural
structure and relevant thoughts and learning. Therefore, effective pedagogical approaches
for students from specific racial and ethnic backgrounds can be different (LadsonBillings, 1994, 1997) and different racial groups of students need different teaching
approaches to improve their learning due to their unique learning needs, styles, and habits
(Ladson-Billings, 1995). Based on this line of assumptions, the students’ performance
gap across cultural groups may be explained by the fact that the pedagogy in many
classrooms is often in alignment with the cultural experience of the Caucasian students
instead of non-mainstream students’ culture (Cohen, 1982; Joseph, 1987; Romberg,
1992).A similar position specific to science teaching is congruence theory (Lee et al.,
2007; Luykx & Lee, 2007) which emphasizes that science instruction should be taken
into account students’ prior cultural and linguistic knowledge in relation to science (Geier
et al., 2008). Teachers must consider framing teaching activity in appropriate ways with
“linguistic scaffolding” which would make sense to non-mainstream students with
different cultural ways of learning. This would also enhance the accessibility of science
content-matter instruction (Meyer & Crawford, 2011). This position suggests that it is
critical to develop congruence between academic disciplines and students’ cultural and
linguistic experience (Gloria Ladson-Billings, 1995).
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This perspective directly challenges the first line of assumption that inquiry-based
instruction increases opportunities for all students in their science learning and reduces
the gaps of their science learning. From a culturally responsive teaching perspective,
inquiry based teaching may not align with the cultural habits of all students (Lee, 2003)
because it represents the western modern science education (Carlone, Haun-Frank, &
Webb, 2011; Mutegi, 2011) and fails to address the uniqueness of other racial groups
(Rodriguez, 1997). Thus, inquiry-based instruction may be more familiar to some
students than to others (Lemke, 1990; Moje, Collazo, Carillo, & Marx, 2001; Spanos &
Crandall, 1990) and force those racial groups of students with incompatible cultural
norms and needs to choose between the two cultural contexts or disregard their cultural
values. As a result, these students may avoid or resist learning science (Allen, Crawley, &
Education, 1998; Lee, 1997). This is especially apparent when students are from a
subgroup population that does not encourage inquiry practices (Lee et al., 2006). For
example, Asian American students from Confucian cultures are taught to respect
knowledge transmitted directly by teachers and textbooks, rather than rely on their own
inquiry and investigation (Cobern, Editor, & Lee, 1996; Trueba, Cheng, & Ima, 1993).
For African American students, Mutegi (2011) suggested they need a socially
transformative approach to meet their unique socio-historical needs according to their
historical colonized cultural and social position.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine empirically whether or not inquiry-based
instruction in science education is able to improve science learning and reduce the
achievement gaps across racial groups and whether or not traditional didactic teaching is
able to meet to meet these same goals. This study is designed to review two primary
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questions. First I examined whether and to what extent science teaching approaches
oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional didactic practices are associated with
student science content and process achievement within each of the four racial groups
from US eighth grade students. Second, I examined whether and to what extent science
teaching approaches are associated with student science achievement gaps between four
racial groups from US eighth grade students.
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Chapter 3 Literature Review
To understand how well each of my research questions can be empirically
sustained, I conducted a series of literature reviews by searching for relevant empirical
studies in the following processes. First, I identified and reviewed literature articles in
four databases including ERIC, Academic Search Premier, PsycINFO, and
PsycARTICLES using keywords “review”, “effect of inquiry” and “science
achievement”. Second, since four literature review articles provided a historical analysis
of the effectiveness of science teaching on student performance from 1955 to 2006, I
conducted a further search in the above four databases with the following keywords
“effective instruction”, “inquiry”, “didactic teaching”, “direct instruction”, “constructivist
teaching”, “science instruction”, and “science teaching” from 2006 to the present. Third,
a separate search in all the volumes of three science journals, Journal of Research in
Science Teaching, Science Education, International Journal of Science Education and
American Educational Research Association (AERA) journals including American
Educational Research Journal, Educational Researcher, Review of Educational Research,
and Review of Research in Education from 1996 to 2011 since the inquiry-based
instruction was officially being posed in NSES in 1996. Fourth, search the articles’
references relevant to the topic. Finally, I chose the literature in K-12 science classrooms
of the US context which published in the peer review journals. My review offers the
following findings relevant to my research questions.
Science Teaching Approaches in the US
My review of literature related to my first research question, whether and to what
extent science teaching approaches that reflect inquiry-based and traditional didactic
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teaching orientations popularly exist in eighth grade US science classroom, suggests the
following finding. Neither did the existing studies verify whether and to what extent the
traditional didactic teaching popularly exist in the US science classrooms (Barrow, 2006;
Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007), nor did they provide
empirical evidence to show what the traditional didactic teaching looks like in practice
(Hudson, McMahon, & Overstreet, 2002; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck,
2003). Two studies were commonly cited when researchers argue that inquiry-based
instruction is not wide spread in US science classrooms and the predominant teaching
approach is still traditional didactic teaching (Barrow, 2006; Capps et al., 2012; Duschl,
Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007). The first one is the National
Survey of Science and Mathematics Education (Hudson, McMahon, & Overstreet, 2002)
in which a total of 529 middle school science teachers across the United States schools
were asked to indicate how often they used a series of items related to various
instructional strategies. The study found that science classes emphasized learning basic
concepts instead of other objectives, such as learning process knowledge. For example, in
grades 5 through 8, only 39 percent of classes had students learn to explain ideas in
science and 21 percent of classes had students learn to evaluate arguments based on
scientific evidence (Hudson et al., 2002). However, the author did not provide a clear
picture about what teaching components are included in inquiry-based instruction or
traditional science teaching, so it is hard to conclude that the typical teaching approach in
the US is traditional didactic teaching.
In another study (Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2003), researchers
visited 64 science classes selected from middle schools that participated in the 2000
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National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education. The researchers conducted their
investigation by observing science lessons and interviewing science teachers. The study
reported only 9% of lessons focused on science inquiry at the middle school level.
However, there was not sufficient evidence to show what teaching approaches exist
popularly in the science classrooms and whether and to what extent they share the
characteristics of traditional didactic teaching.
In summary, policy and program efforts that assume traditional didactic teaching
is the most popular in the classroom could not be empirically supported even though lots
of efforts have been put to change science teaching from traditional didactic methods to
more inquiry-based teaching (Capps et al., 2012). One of the purposes of this study is to
examine whether and to what extent science teaching approaches that reflect inquirybased and traditional didactic teaching orientations exist in eighth grade US science
classroom.
Effectiveness of Science Teaching in Content Knowledge Performance of Students
My review of literature relevant to the second research question, whether and to
what extent science teaching approaches oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional
didactic practices are associated with student science content achievement within each of
the four racial groups of US eighth grade students, suggests the following finding. First,
although substantial studies showed that inquiry-based teaching had an overall more
positive effect on student learning of science content knowledge than traditional science
teaching but such a finding is not without any challenges.
Shymansky, Kyle and Alport (1983) conducted a meta-analysis on105
experimental studies involving more than 45,000 students and 27 ‘‘innovative curricula’’
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from 1980 to 1955 and found that students exposed to inquiry-based science curricula
achieved better than their counterparts exposed to traditional curriculum on science
content knowledge achievement. This result was confirmed by Minner, Levy, and
Century (2010) who reviewed 42 comparative experimental (or quasi-experimental)
studies and non-experimental studies from1984 to 2002. Additionally, it was confirmed
again by Schroeder, Scott, Tolson, Huang, and Lee (2007), who conducted a metaanalysis of 12 US research studies published from 1980 to 2004. More recently, Furtak,
Seidel, Iverson, and Briggs (2012) conducted a meta-analysis of 37 experimental and
quasi-experimental studies published from 1996 to 2006 that also confirmed these results.
More recent empirical studies also confirmed this finding. For example, Akkus ,
Gunel and Hand (2007) asked seven teachers who taught different subjects (chemistry,
physics, and biology) at 7-11th grade levels to use either the inquiry-based instruction
that involves writing activities focused on scientific inquiry and developing arguments
about those inquiries or a traditional teaching approach that emphasized students
following instructions provided in laboratory activities. About 322 students were
involved in the inquiry-based instruction group while 270 students were involved in the
traditional teaching group. The science assessments from National Assessment of
Educational Practice (NEAP) and the Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS) were used to measure student science performance and an ANCOVA
model was applied to identify the differences between students’ pretest and posttest
scores for the two teaching contexts. It found that students in inquiry-based classrooms
significantly outperformed those in traditional science classrooms. Such a finding was
confirmed by a study by Odom, Stoddard, and LaNasa (2007) involving 607 students
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from 7th and 8th grade level taught by 13 teachers that used a factor analysis of 11 items
to identify inquiry-based instruction versus traditional didactic instruction derived from
questionnaire with students on the activities in the classroom and used multiple choice
items and constructed-response items to measure student science achievement in physics.
Based on multiple regression results, the study showed that student’s post-test scores
were positively influenced by inquiry-based teaching methods while traditional didactic
teaching had a negative impact on students post-test scores when the pre-test scores were
controlled. In addition, Geier et al. (2008) conducted a study on the effects of inquiry
based teaching on student science content knowledge as compared with traditional
teaching by involving 37 teachers from 18 schools and approximately 5,000 students in
7th and 8th grade level. They grouped the students into two groups with one exposed to
the reformed inquiry-based instruction designed to incorporate investigations with guided
questions, embedded technology, discussion and feedback and the other taught using
traditional curriculum and measure students’ science performance using the state
standardized science test. The results showed that students taught by reformed curriculum
performed better in content scores than their peers.
However, other studies showed that inquiry-based science teaching had no
significant effect in improving student science content achievement compared to
traditional didactic science teaching on student science content knowledge. The first
study (Roehrig & Garrow, 2007) involved four high school chemistry teachers from two
schools who were observed eight times using the Reformed Teaching Observation
Protocol to identify the level of implementation of inquiry-based science instruction
including Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration & Evaluation. Students
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were assessed on chemistry topics (gas laws, phase of matter, and density) at the end of
the unit. The results showed that students taught by the teacher whose style was more
traditional did as well as students taught by two teachers who were more inquiry-based
on the science assessment. The study by Wolf and Fraser (2007) involved two teachers
and 165 middle-school physical science students from eight classes of seventh grade level.
Each teacher taught four classes on similar content. Two of them used inquiry-based
teaching with laboratory activities in which students needed to design controlled
experiments and present the findings appropriately. The other two used traditional
didactic teaching in which students were provided detailed procedures and data tables to
follow to complete their findings. The result from an ANOVA model indicated that
students in the inquiry class did not score in a statistically different way from students in
the non-inquiry group. In addition, Pine, Aschbacher, Roth, Jones, Mcphee, Martin,
Phelps, et al. (2006) conducted a study with1000 fifth grade students of 41 classrooms
from nine school districts in California, Arizona, and Nevada. Half of the students in this
study were taught with hands-on curricula while equal numbers of students were taught
with textbook curricula. By controlling students’ gender, cognitive ability score, social
economic status (SES), teacher professional development and teaching experiences, the
study found that there was no significant difference between hands-on and text-based
curriculum on three physical science assessments. The hands-on students only performed
better than the text-based students on only one biology topic.
Second, my review of relevant empirical studies also lead to the finding from
three studies that inquiry-based teaching can help improve African and Hispanic student
science content knowledge. One study (Kahle, Meece, & Scantlebury, 2000) involved 18
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teachers and their African American students in grades five through nine from eight
schools in Ohio using group administered questionnaires and achievement tests that were
specifically designed for Ohio's statewide systemic initiative (SSI). It found that African
American students scored higher on the science content knowledge measure when they
reported their teacher used inquiry-based teaching more often, such as “my teacher asks
me to give reasons for my answers”, “I talk with my classmates about how to solve
problems”, “I use information to support my answers”, “my teacher encourages me to ask
questions”, “I repeat experiments to check results”, “I learn from my classmates”, and
“my teacher asks questions that have more than one answer”. Another study (Lynch,
Kuipers, Pyke, & Szesze, 2005) also found that both African American and Hispanic
students from five middle schools taking inquiry-based chemistry curriculum
outperformed their peers in the comparison group in terms of Conservation of Matter
content assessment. Thadani, Cook, Griffis, Wise, and Blakey (2010) also found that in
the schools with more than half and around 20% of African American and Hispanic
students, students in inquiry-based teaching classes outperformed students in traditional
didactic classes in terms of content knowledge scores.
However, even though the above review articles generally support that inquirybased science teaching has a significantly more positive effect on student science learning,
they left a few issues unsolved that are related to my second research question. One issue
is that none of them examined the effectiveness of science teaching approaches on the
achievement of students from different racial groups. Another issue is that the inquiry and
traditional teaching approaches were defined differently and the specific components of
inquiry-based instruction or traditional didactic science teaching were not consistent.
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Each research project used its’ own wording, using different terms to represent inquirybased instruction and still more terms to represent traditional didactic teaching (Furtak et
al., 2012). Akkus, Gunel and Hand (2007) label inquiry-based instruction as students are
guided to design and conduct the experiment and use writing to make explicit
connections among questions, observations, data, claims, and evidence while traditional
teaching as students follow the instructions in the cookbook of experiments designed by
the teacher. Odom, Stoddard, and LaNasa (2007) assume inquiry-based instruction as
students conducting experiments in small groups from which they communicate with
each other in learning how to reason and solve problems; traditional didactic science
teaching as students take notes from what teacher said, observe demonstrative
experiments conducted by teachers, and do homework Other studies (Roehrig & Garrow,
2007; Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski, & Carlson, 2010) label the teacher’s engaging,
exploring, explaining, elaborating, and evaluating cycles as inquiry-based teaching and
use note taking as traditional didactic teaching. This makes it more difficult to compare
the actual results of each teaching approach in student science achievement. In addition,
although the meta-analysis can facilitate causal generalization, such generalizations
remain limited by the quality of the underlying studies (Briggs, 2008; Seidel & Shavelson,
2007; Shavelson & Towne, 2002). For example, most studies were coded as having
marginal or lower methodological rigor due to weaknesses in descriptive clarity, data
quality, and/or analytic integrity (Minner, Levy, & Century, 2010). Some studies
reviewed did not measure actual teaching practices, so it is possible that classes in some
studies were taught by the teacher with an inquiry-based approach while inquiry-based
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classes could have been taught in a more traditional way (Minner et al., 2010; Shymansky,
Kyle, & Alport, 1983).
Additionally, the above studies left other issues unresolved. Most studies involved
small numbers of teachers, from two to thirteen, mostly from one school district. Nor did
these studies focus on specific racial groups. Such a small sample from limited contexts
makes it hard to generalize the findings. In addition, most studies either did not measure
actual teaching practice or control other influential variables. For example, some studies
did not involve data about teachers’ actual instruction (Pine et al., 2006; Wolf & Fraser,
2007). Other studies used qualitative data measuring teachers’ science teaching practice,
making it hard to compare the specific situation to other teaching settings (Akkus , Gunel
& Hand, 2007; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007). Lastly, the Reformed Teaching Observation
Protocol (RTOP) used by Roehrig and Garrow as an observation instrument to measure
“inquiry-based” and “traditional teaching” was designed for science and mathematics
classrooms. Only one study (Pine et al., 2006) used control variables to examine the
relationship between teaching approaches and student science learning. Thus it is difficult
to be sure if the results of these studies were caused by teaching instead of other
influences or bias (Aypay, Erdoğan, & Sözer, 2007; Butler, 1999; Catsambis, 1995;
Germann, 1994; Secker, 2002; Germann, 1994; Jennifer, 2005; Wolf & Fraser, 2007;
Wilson et al., 2010).
To address these limitations, this study used the TIMSS 2007 database. To
address generalizability and performance between racial groups, this database involved
239 teachers and more than 7000 students from schools all over the US. In order to
minimize the issues with terminology, specific science teaching approaches were
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identified in order to clarify whether they were traditional didactic or inquiry-based
instruction. To provide more controls for bias or external influences, some variables were
controlled. This allowed the capability to examine the relationship between science
teaching approaches and student science content achievement within each of four racial
groups.
Effectiveness of Science Teaching in Process Knowledge Performance of Students
My review of relevant studies to the third research question, whether and to what
extent science teaching approaches oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional
didactic practices are associated with student science process within each of the four
racial groups of US eighth grade students, suggests the several findings. First, the mixed
findings emerged from the literature with some showing that students engaged in guided
inquiry-based instruction tended to score higher than students that received traditional
didactic teaching on scientific process knowledge while others demonstrating no
differences between the two teaching approaches.
For example, Shymansky, Kyle, and Alport (1983) showed that students exposed
to inquiry-based science curricula showed positive effect size patterns in process
knowledge areas, such as critical thinking, problem solving, creativity and logical
thinking. Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski and Carlson (2010) confirmed this finding by
studying fifty-eight 14–16 years old students from 24 schools from seven districts in the
Colorado Springs area. These students were assigned randomly to a group that was
exposed to inquiry-based instruction using the 5E’s (engage, explore, explain, elaborate,
and evaluate) teaching model or a group that received traditional instruction taught by the
same teacher based on items of Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP).
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Students were interviewed individually for the quality of their claim, evidence, and
reasoning before and after teaching. Students in the inquiry-based group performed
significantly better than students in traditional instruction group based on their
achievements in reasoning and argumentation. Such results were also confirmed by the
study of Geier et al. (2008), in which students taught by reformed curriculum performed
better in process knowledge (Constructing and Reflecting) score than their peers using
traditional curriculum and by the study ( Taraban, Box, Myers, Pollard, & Bowen 2007)
involving 408 high-school students and six teachers. Based on detailed records of biology
lessons, each teacher’s style was coded and grouped into either inquiry-based teaching
(focused on guided-inquiry lab activity) or traditional teaching (included more direct
transmission of information, more whole-class activities, and cookbook of experiments).
In contrast, several pose a challenge to the above finding. For example, in a
review study based on how many studies using what methods, Thadani, Cook, Griffis,
Wise, and Blakey (2010) showed that there were no significant gains for the students in
inquiry-based instruction group or traditional didactic teaching groups in terms of their
process knowledge score focusing on investigation and experimentation. This finding
was confirmed by a study conducted by Blanchard, Southerland, Osborne, Sampson,
Annetta, and Granger (2010) that involves 1,700 students from 12 high schools and 24
science teachers. In the study, the teachers were grouped into either guided-inquiry or
traditional didactic teaching and their teaching was video-taped for one day. The video
was coded and assessed using a subset of items from the RTOP. The researchers
developed 62 items to measure students’ knowledge on concepts, procedures, and the
nature of science based on pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest. Using a multilevel
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growth curve analysis (HMLM2), the study showed that when school free/reduced lunch
was controlled, the students in traditional instruction had significantly higher scores and
stronger growth in their science process scores than guided inquiry instruction classrooms.
Second, very few studies examined the effectiveness of science teaching
approaches on process achievement of student from specific racial groups except the
following two involving African American and Hispanic students. One study (Lee,
Buxton, Lewis, & LeRoy, 2006) examined the effects of implementing an inquiry-based
intervention to diverse students in two water evaporation units. Seven female teachers
from six elementary schools and their 25 3rd and 4th grade level students including 5
African-American and 16 Hispanic students participated in this study. After the
intervention, students were asked to generate a question, formulate a hypothesis, design
an experiment, list required materials, describe the process of data collection, and explain
how to draw conclusions. The finding showed that African-American and Hispanic
students showed substantial gains in science process knowledge after the inquiry-based
intervention. Again, this result was challenged by the study (Thadani, Cook, Griffis, Wise,
and Blakey (2010) that students in inquiry-based teaching classes outperformed students
in traditional didactic classes in terms of content knowledge scores in three different
schools regardless of whether they had a higher (68% African American and 58%
Hispanic students), an average (23% African American and 21% Hispanic students), or a
lower (1% African American and 5% Hispanic student) number of minority students.
In summary, in addition to the mixed results of inquiry-based science instruction
on diverse student science process knowledge when compared to traditional didactic
teaching, existing literature also left a few issue unaddressed. One of the issues is that all
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these studies involved relatively small number of teachers (from one to 24), which may
influence the generalization of the finding. Another issue is that the process knowledge
achievement was defined and measured differently in each study. Furthermore, very few
racial groups were involved in comparison with each other and only two of them
involved African American and Hispanic students.
The current study examined whether and to what extent science teaching
approaches oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional didactic practices are
associated with science process achievement of the US eighth grade students process
achievement at three levels (knowing, applying, and reasoning) according to TIMSS
2007 framework. In this study, I involved four racial groups’ students including
Caucasian, African American, Hispanic and Asian American students.
Effectiveness of Science Teaching in Science Performance Gap
The empirical studies on the last research question were virtually under developed.
My literature search led only to one study (Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski & Carlson, 2010)
that specifically examined the influence of the science teaching on achievement gaps
between different racial groups. In the study, the researchers randomly assigned students,
aged 14-16, to an inquiry-based instruction group or a traditional instruction group with
23 Caucasian and 7 non-Caucasian students in each group. T-test results showed that
traditional science teaching resulted in significantly lower posttest scores for nonCaucasian students. There was no significant difference between Caucasian and nonCaucasian students for the posttest scores of students taught by the inquiry-based science
teaching. This result suggests that inquiry-based science teaching contributed to reducing
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the achievement gap between Caucasian students and Non Caucasian students while
traditional science teaching contributed to this gap.
The review in this section showed that empirical evidence for the influence of
science teaching approaches on achievement of students from different racial groups and
the achievement gaps between them is still virtually non-existent. This dissertation helps
to address the gaps and limitations by considering U.S. diverse student population,
exploring the existing science teaching approaches in the classrooms, and examining the
relationship between these teaching approaches with the content and process science
achievement of students from different racial groups.
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Chapter 4 Methodology
Guided by the two lines of theoretical debates discussed in the above chapter, this
study examined what kinds of teaching approaches in relation to inquiry-based and
traditional didactic orientations were practiced by the US eighth grade teachers, whether
and to what extent these science teaching approaches were related to the science content
achievement and science process knowledge achievement of Caucasian, African
American, Hispanic, and Asian American students respectively, and whether and to what
extent they were related to the gaps of achievements in science content and process
knowledge between Caucasian, African American, Hispanic, and Asian American
students. The following conceptual map guided my exploration of each of my research
questions as shown in the Figure 1.1 below.

Figure1 Relationships between Science Achievement and Student-Level and ClassroomLevel Factors

Classroom-level
Independent variables
 More inquirybased instruction
 More traditional
didactic instruction
 Other instruction
(if applicable)

Dependent variables
 Science content
achievement
 Science process
knowledge
achievement
(Knowing,
Applying, and
Reasoning)

Student-level
Independent variable
 Race
Control variables
 SES
 Self-confidence of
learning science
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Within this model, student racial factor is under student level while teaching
approaches factors are under classroom level. In order to better understand the
relationship between science teaching and diverse student science achievement, other
factors were also added into student level as control factors.
My Hypothesis
Following each of my research questions, I propose the following four hypotheses,
which will be carefully tested in the study:
1. Traditional didactic teaching is more likely to exist than inquiry-based instruction
in the US eight grade classrooms.
2. Using more inquiry-based instruction is more likely to have a positive relationship
while using more traditional didactic teaching is more likely to have a negative
relationship to science content knowledge achievement of students from each
racial group.
3. Using more inquiry-based instruction is more likely to have a positive relationship
while using more traditional didactic teaching is more likely to have a negative
relationship to science process knowledge achievement of the students from each
racial group.
4. Using more inquiry-based instruction is more likely to reduce the science
achievement gaps among different racial groups while using more traditional
didactic teaching is more likely to increase such gaps.
Data Source
Data from the 2007 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
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(TIMSS) was selected for this study based on the following five reasons: First, it is a
large-scale database, which is more representational of US eight grade classrooms. The
analysis of the large-scale data provides valuable and reliable information to policy
makers and practitioners about the relationship between science instruction and the
achievement of their students. In fact, 7,377 eighth grade students in 239 schools at 8 th
grade in the United States participated TIMSS 2007 (Williams, Roey, Kastberg,
Gonzales, & Easton, 2009). Schools include public and private schools across the US in a
variety of environments including central city, rural, private school, and high poverty.
Additionally, different regions including the Northeast, Southeast and Central US
participated in the 2007-2008 survey.
The two-stage, nonrandom sampling design of TIMSS 2007 ensured that US eight
grade students formed a nationally representative sample (Foy & Olson, 2009; Joncas,
2008). At the first stage, schools were selected using probability-proportional-to-size
sampling. The school samples were drawn in 2005 and no oversampling of low-income
schools was administered for the eighth grade. The probability of selection for the
schools was based on the schools’ measure of size (MOS). A total of 239 schools were
selected from the original 300 sampled schools (Foy & Olson, 2009; Joncas, 2008). At
the second stage, one or two whole classes were randomly selected in each school sample
(Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008) which is useful for representing the national US student
population.
Second, a range of extensive background information including students’
race/ethnicity was collected in TIMSS 2007 for the purpose of this study. A student
questionnaire was designed for collecting this demographic information in which students
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were first asked whether they are Hispanic or Latino, and then asked whether they are
members of the following racial groups: American Indian/Alaska Native; Asian; African
American or African American; Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander; or Caucasian.
This allowed students to be coded into Caucasian, African American, Hispanic, and
Asian American subgroups with a comparatively larger sample size for each of these four
groups. As presented in Tables 2, the final sample sizes for each range from 234 to
3,873. American Indian/Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander were
not included here because both group sample size is less than 100, which did not met the
requirement for further analysis (Gonzales & Williams, 2009).
Table 2 Sample Size for Four Racial Groups in US TIMSS 2007
Race
Number
Caucasian
3,873
African American
949
Hispanic
1,787
Asian American
243
Total
6, 852
Third, since the design of TIMSS 2007 is not simple random sampling, the weight
for a student is designed to reflect the probability of student’s school being selected, as
well as the probability that the student was selected within that school (Williams et al.,
2009). TIMSS surveys include an overall sample design weight, and this was used to
calculate most statistics to reduce biases associated with sampling in this study (Willms
& Smith, 2003).
Fourth, various science teaching activities were collected in TIMSS 2007, which
can be grouped in the inquiry-- didactic orientation science teaching approach continuum
as conceptualized in the first part of this study (Table 1). Questions designed in student
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questionnaires ask students to report the frequency of these teaching activities in their
science lessons. These data provide resources for the researcher to explore whether and to
what extent science teaching approaches that reflect inquiry-based and traditional didactic
teaching orientations exist in eighth grade US science classroom and further to examine
the relationship between the teaching approaches and students achievement as intended
for this study.
The student survey was chosen to gather teaching information instead of the
teacher survey for two reasons. First, the teaching activities covered in the student survey
covers more teaching activities that are consistent and aligned with key ideas of these two
orientations although none have all the potential components. Second, student responses
to these items would more likely approximate what was really going on in the classroom
and could decrease social desirability bias as compared to teacher responses (Edward,
2001).
Fifth, TIMSS 2007 also measured students’ science content knowledge and
process knowledge, which offers researchers a chance to understand student science
learning in both content and process in association with the teaching approaches to which
they were exposed. TIMSS 2007 provided a science content score on four content areas
including biology, chemistry, physics and earth science (Mullis et al., 2005). It also
provides cognitive domain scores including “knowing”, “applying”, and “reasoning”
(Mullis et al., 2005), which can be used to present their science process knowledge
(Germann, 1994). In particular, “knowing” emphasizes science facts, procedures, and
concepts students need to know; “applying” focuses on the ability of applying knowledge
and concepts students learned to solve a routine problem in a relatively simple context,
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and “reasoning” indicates the ability to use science knowledge to solve problems in
unfamiliar situations and complex contexts (Mullis et al., 2005). TIMSS 2007 released
examples in three cognitive domains as found in Table 3. More items could be accessed
through the TIMSS 2007 user guide, which is available from the TIMSS website
(http://timssandpirls.bc.edu/timss2007/items.html). These domains are clearly consistent
with the conceptualization of process knowledge as suggested by National Council
Research (2012). For example, some process knowledge, including analyzing problems,
planning and carrying out investigations, constructing explanations and solutions, and
evaluation, are emphasized in TIMSS and also constructed in Next Generation Science
Standards (Achieve, 2013).
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Table 3 Examples of TIMSS 2007 Released Items in Three Different Cognitive Domains
Example of items

Cognitive domain

Which food contains the highest percentage of protein?

Knowing

A. rice B. dates C. carrots D. chicken
The weathering (gradual breaking down) of rocks can

Applying

be caused by both physical and chemical process. Write
down one physical process and one chemical process.
Explain how each can cause the weathering of the
rocks.
The organisms that live in the intertidal zone have

Reasoning

special adaptions that allow them to survive the effects
of tides.
Select an organism from the intertidal zone. Identify a
physical feature or behavior of this organism. Explain
how this feature or behavior helps the organism to
survive low tide.
Name of organism:________________________
Feature or behavior:_______________________
________________________________________
Explanation:

Variables Construction
Independent variables.
To identify the independent variables, popular science teaching approaches in
eighth grade US science classroom, the following methods were used. First, all 16 items
of the instructional activities surveyed in TIMSS 2007 student questionnaire shown in
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Table 4 were recoded to construct the independent variables as follows. Each of these
items asked students to choose their answer at one of the four levels: 1) in every lesson or
almost every lesson, 2) in about half the lessons, 3) in some lessons, and 4) never. To
prepare for further analysis, the answer to each item was recoded to reverse the rank of
frequency so that larger numbers indicate higher frequency while smaller numbers
indicate lower frequency of using these instructional practices (See Table 4). For
example, “1” indicates “never” while “4” indicates “in every lesson or almost every
lesson”.
Table 4 TIMSS 2007 Teaching Items and Recoding
How often do you do these things in your science lessons?
1) Observe natural phenomena and describe what we see
2) We watch the teacher demonstrate an experiment or
investigation
3) Design or plan experiments or investigations
4) Conduct experiment or investigation
5) Work in small groups on experiment or investigation
6) Read our science textbooks or other resource materials
7) Memorize science facts and principles
8) Use science formula and laws to solve problems
9) Give explanations about we are studying
10) Relate what we are learning in science to their daily lives
11) Review our homework
12) Listen to the teacher give a lecture-style presentation
13) Work problems on our own
14) Begin our homework in class
15) Have a quiz or test
16) Use computers

Original coding

Recoding

1=every or almost

1=never

every lesson

2=some lessons

2=about half the

3=about half the

lessons

lessons

3=some lessons

4=every or almost

4=never

every lesson

8=not administered

8=missing data

9=omitted

9=missing data

Second, Explanatory Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted with students’
answers to 16 items of teaching approaches to identify underlying factors among items
(Vogt, 2007) and thus, the kinds of teaching that exist in the US classrooms. Before
conducting EFA, the internal reliability is checked for the 16 items (Vogt, 2007) with the
result of Cronbach alpha coefficients, .821. Skewness and Kurtosis were also be
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examined to check whether these 16 variables are normally distributed (Table 5). The
results indicated that all the skewness and kurtosis values of these 16 items are smaller
than 2 and so they are acceptable for EFA.
Table 5 Skewness and Kurtosis Values of 16 Items
Std.
Skewness Kurtosis
deviation
statistic statistic
statistic
0.8962 -0.3658 -0.856
0.9449 -0.2158 -0.999
0.9679 0.0085 -0.998
0.9362 -0.0955 -0.995

N
statistic

Mean
statistic

Make observation
Teacher demonstrate exp
Plan experiment or invest
Conduct exp or
investigation
Group exp or
investigation
Read textbook
Memorize science facts
Use siencetifc formula or
law
Give explanations
Relate to daily lives
Review homework
Listen teacher lecture
Work problems on our
own
Begin our homework
Have a quiz or test

6852
6852
6852
6852

2.9682
2.8259
2.5886
2.744

6852

2.9595

0.9366

-0.3934

-0.924

6852
6852
6852

3.1669
2.9692
2.9433

0.9036
0.9268
0.9307

-0.6585
-0.414
-0.3806

-0.741
-0.869
-0.894

6852
6852
6852
6852
6852

2.9472
2.5860
2.7557
3.0604
3.0222

0.9336
1.0010
1.1090
0.9738
0.8882

-0.4212
-0.0115
-0.2749
-0.6164
-0.4733

-0.835
-1.082
-1.296
-0.795
-0.720

6852
6852

2.5706
3.1454

1.0835
0.8631

-0.0269
-0.4872

-1.284
-0.999

Use computers

6852

1.8650

0.9503

Valid N (listwise)

6852

Items

0.8638 -0.257

Then an exploratory factor analysis from the Maximum Likelihood factoring
solution with oblique solutions was conducted to identify any teaching approaches
popularly exist in the classrooms. Based on the results of the factor analysis, a composite
variable was constructed to represent each teaching approach as an independent variable
at the classroom level. This allowed for further analyses to answer other research
questions in this study. The composite variables of teaching were used for this study to
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increase reliability and validity over using a single variable item (Mayer, 1999). This can
also help avoid instability caused by single variables in a multilevel model (Raudenbush
& Bryk, 2002).
Control variables.
To examine the influences of different instruction approaches on student science
achievement, Social Economic Status (SES) and student self-confidence of learning
science were also controlled as these variables are available in the data set and they are
also seen as theoretically likely to have a positive relationship with student science
achievement, which could confound the effects of teaching approaches on student science
performance in the following manner as suggested.
First, by the late 1960’s, socioeconomic status (SES) was assumed to be the
strongest variable related to student academic performance (Coleman et al., 1966; White,
1982). Follow-up empirical studies continue to indicate that SES is a powerful predictor
for student science achievement in the US (Byrnes & Miller, 2007; Klein, 1971; Ma,
2010). The amount of variance from other factors such as race, gender, and school effect,
were influenced in science achievement after SES had been controlled (Byrnes & Miller,
2007). In the literature review, Blanchard et al. (2010) found once SES was controlled,
students who received traditional instruction had significantly higher scores and stronger
growth in their science process scores than students who received guided inquiry.
A SES index in this study was created from three variables: number of books in
the home, parent’s highest education level, and student’s home possesses study aids
(Edward 2001; Ryoo, 2001; Wang & O'dwyer, 2011). (1) Number of books in the home
was available from student survey and students are asked to choose one of the five
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answers (1= 0-10; 2= 11-25; 3= 26-100; 4= 101-200; 5= over 200). (2) An index of
parents’ highest educational level was created based on two items asking student about
their mother and father’s education experience respectively. Students were asked to
choose one of the five answers (1=university degree, 2=completed post-secondary
education but not university, 3=completed upper-secondary education, 4= completed
lower-secondary education, and 5=less than lower-secondary education). (3) Student’s
home possesses study aids was also available from the student survey including items
related to the availability of study aids for use at home (i.e. calculator, computer, desk,
dictionary, internet connection, encyclopedia, video game system, DVD player, 3 or more
cars). Students were asked to respond to each item by choosing one of the two answers
(1=Yes, 2=No). A composite of “home possesses study aids” was computed by summing
all the listed items. Factor analysis was then conducted using this composite variable and
two other variables – the number of books in the home and parents’ highest education.
SES was formed as the factor score resulting from these three variables (Wang &
O'dwyer, 2011).
Second, another strong predictor for student science achievement is student selfconfidence of learning science (Byrnes & Miller, 2007). One reason students fail to learn
science is because students who believe they cannot be successful in science-related
activities put minimal effort in to completing tasks and usually give up or experience
anxiety when they face a challenge (Bandura, 1997). Some empirical studies also
reported a strong positive relationship between middle school students’ science selfefficacy and science achievement (Beghetto, 2007; Britner & Pajares, 2001, 2006; Chiu,
2008; Rascoe & Atwater, 2005).
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In this study, a science self-confidence index created by TIMSS 2007 is a special
type of derived variable based on the responses to the following four statements: 1). I
usually do well in science, 2). Science is harder for me than for many of my classmates,
3). I am just not good at science, and I learn things quickly in science in student survey of
TIMSS. Students are asked to respond to each statement by choosing one of the three
answers (1 = Low; 2 = Medium; 3 = High) to show how much they agree with the
statements (Foy & Olson, 2007). The answers to each item are recoded so that higher
values mean higher self-confidence in science. By calculating the means of students’
responses to all the four items, another control variable, science self-confidence is created
for further analysis.
Dependent variables.
The eighth grade students’ science achievement dataset for each of the four racial
groups in TIMSS 2007 is used as the dependent variables, which are organized around
two dimensions. The first is the content dimension, which specifies subject content items
to be assessed within science at eighth grade including biology, chemistry, physics and
Earth science. A student content achievement score which summarizes student
performance on test items designed to measure breadth of content in these four content
areas (Category & Options, 2010; Mullis et al., 2003, 2005) is used for this study to
represent one of dependent variables, the eighth grade students’ science content
knowledge.
The second dimension is a cognitive dimension specifying items of science
thinking processes be assessed in TIMSS 2007. There are three levels (knowing, applying
and reasoning) included in the cognitive domain (Category & Options, 2010, p.6; Mullis
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et al., 2005). Students’ scores on each of three cognitive domains are used in this study as
another group of dependent variables to represent student science process knowledge
(Germann, 1994). How specifically?
TIMSS 2007 students are tested with an incomplete or rotated-booklet design on
all achievement variables. All science questions are distributed into a set of 14 student
achievement booklets, but each student is only tested on one booklet (Williams et al.,
2009). To estimate students’ science content and process knowledge score for the full test
on all test items, item response theory (IRT) were used (Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008)
in TIMSS 2007 to impute five plausible values for each dependent achievement variable
based on the student’s observed responses to assessment items and on background
variables. These five plausible values were then used to represent what the true ability of
an individual might be so that achievements of students using different booklets can be
equated (Foy & Olson, 2009).
Missing data.
According to the missing data pattern test (Little’s MCAR test) missing data in
this study was not missing completely at random (MCAR) (p< .001). EM is a maximum
likelihood approach that can be used to create a new data set in which all missing values
are imputed with maximum likelihood values based on observed relationships among all
the variables (Acock, 2005). EM is an important advance over traditional approaches
such as listwise deletion, pairwise deletion and mean substitution for multivariate normal
distributions (Acock, 2005; Schlomer, Bauman, & Card, 2010). All the independent
variables used in this study had rather low (<2%) missing data except parents’ highest
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education level (19%), so EM were decided to be used to handle missing data in this
study (Schafer & Graham, 2002; Wang & O'dwyer, 2011; Widaman, 2006).
Sampling weights.
In order to accommodate the fact that some units (class, teachers, or students)
were selected with differing probabilities, sampling weights were used in TIMSS 2007
data (Foy & Olson, 2009). Two weights were generated at the student level (student
weight factor*student weight adjustment) and classroom level (class weight factor*class
weight adjustment * school weight factor*school weight adjustment) respectively in this
dissertation based on the relative literature (Rutkowski, Gonzalez, Joncas, & von Davier,
2010).
Data Analysis
Research question 1.
To understand whether and to what extent science teaching approaches that reflect
inquiry-based and traditional didactic teaching orientations exist in eighth grade US
science classroom according to TIMSS 2007 US data, as described in the independent
variables session, Explanatory Factor Analysis (EFA) with Maximum Likelihood rotated
solution was conducted to explore and identify what kinds of science teaching approaches
emerged from TIMSS 2007 US data. One-way within subjects Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) which is designed to detect differences in mean scores under three or more
different conditions was used to examine the popularity difference in terms of the
frequency means of those science teaching approaches being used in science classrooms
in the US.
Research question 2.
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Two-level Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) was used for the analysis of data
to examine the effects of various science teaching approaches identified in the factor
analysis on US Caucasian, African American, Hispanic 8 th graders’ science content and
process knowledge achievements. HLM was used here for analysis because one of the
assumptions underlying traditional regression approaches is that observations of any
student is not in any way systematically related to the observations of any other
individual student (Pedhazur, 1997). However, this assumption was violated in this data
structure since some of the observed students were from the same classroom and school.
In addition, the classroom level data of teaching approaches was gained through
aggregating student level data. Thus, the hierarchical modeling is more appropriate for
answering the research questions that involve data at multiple levels and reduce the
aggregation bias (Hox, 2010; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
In this study, one of purposes was to assess the association between teaching
approaches (level-2 independent variables) and student science achievements (level-1
dependent variables), controlling for individual differences on a number of level-1
covariates (SES and self-confidence of learning science). Centering at the Grand Mean
(CGM) of control variables is the method of choice for assessing the impact of second
level independent variables, controlling for Level 1 covariates (Enders & Tofighi, 2007).
In this study, the composite variables of SES and self-confidence of learning science in
student level were centered at the grand mean.
However, there were only 243 Asian American students among 507 classrooms
and HLM is not appropriate to evaluate the different variance in the second level
(classroom level) given to the small sample size for the first level (Garson, 2013).
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Therefore, I used IEA IDB analyzer which is designed for TIMSS data analysis (Foy &
Olson, 2008) to conduct simultaneous multiple regression for examining the effects of
different teaching approaches on Asian American student science achievement. The
overall science achievement and three levels of process achievement were used as
dependent variables respectively; student’s self-confidence of learning science, SES and
science teaching approaches were used as independent variables.
Data files preparation and software for analysis.
To conduct HLM for this study, two levels of data files were created as suggested,
the student data file and classroom level data files (Willms & Smith, 2003). First, the
student level data files were created based on the data bases for TIMSS 2007 US publicuse data file which is available from the NCES website
(http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=2010024). First, TIMSS 2007 grade 8
SPSS Control files and Raw Data file were used to create a student level SPSS file which
include 7,377 student participants, classroom ID (representing 507 classrooms), student
racial background information, 16 variables related to science teaching approaches,
student science content achievement (5 plausible values) and three level achievements of
cognitive domains (each of them has 5 plausible values).
Second, student racial background variables (Caucasian, African American,
Hispanic and Asian American students) are dummy coded (Pedhazur, 1997) into three
vectors. In each vector, one of the four racial groups was represented by “1” whereas all
the other racial groups were represented by “0.” Third, the composite variables of student
SES and self-confidence of learning science were created in student level data file.
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The classroom level data file was created based on the student level data file.
First, I created aggregate value of mean for all 16 teaching approach variables using class
ID as the break variable in student level data file. Therefore, the mean on each teaching
approach was calculated for each classroom. Second, by identifying duplicated cases of
class and selecting cases in student level data file, I create a classroom level data file
which includes 507 classes totally. Scale measurement error was reduced because of the
large respondent numbers at the student level and the reliability can be assumed to be
greater when concepts measured at the student level are nearly identical to concepts
aggregated at class level (Coertjens, Pauw, Maeyer, & Petegem, 2010). Third, in class
level data file, composite variables of different teaching approaches which were
computed based on the result of factor analysis were included for further analysis.
Currently, the most appropriate multi-level linear regression software for
modeling the large data base such as TIMSS and PISA is HLM 6.0 (Rutkowski, Gonzalez,
Joncas, & von Davier, 2010). HLM 6.0 is capable of handling the hierarchical data and
enabling the researchers to specify sampling weights at each level (Willms & Smith,
2003). In addition, HLM 6.0 is also designed to deal with all 5 plausible values of science
achievements (Willms & Smith, 2003).Therefore, HLM 6.0 (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong,
& Congdon, 2004a) was chosen as the analytical software not only for modeling the
relationship between teaching approaches and science achievement of students within
Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic group but also for modeling the relationship
between teaching approaches and science achievement of students between different
racial groups in this study.
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However, since there were only 243 Asian American students among 507
classrooms, HLM could not evaluate the different variance in the second level (classroom
level) precisely given to the small sample size for the first level. Therefore, I used IEA
IDB analyzer to conduct simultaneous multiple regression for examining the effects of
three teaching approaches on Asian American student science content achievement.
Model building.
To answer the second research question, within each of the four racial groups
from US eighth grade students, whether and to what extent science teaching approaches
oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional didactic practices are associated with
student science content achievement, three models will be built as suggested (Willms &
Smith, 2003).
Model 1-null model.
The first step in conducting an HLM analysis for this question was to estimate
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC), how much of the total variability in the student
science content achievement lies between classrooms. That is, how strongly two students
from the same class resemble each other. A empty model or one-way ANOVA with
Random Effects (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) without predictor variables from any level
was used to partition the variance in the dependent variable (Willms & Smith, 2003).
For this analysis, all 5 plausible values of science content achievement of student i
in class j were the dependent variable in Equation (1) as Level 1. This model predicts
science content achievement within each class with just one class-level parameter, the
intercept  0 j , which is the mean achievement for class j. In level 2 model, γ 00 represents
grand-mean science content achievement and u0 j is the “random effect” associated with
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class j. Then a combined model is gained by substituting the level 2 model for the level 1
model. This model indicates how the variance is partitioned. An individual student’s
science content achievement can be decomposed into the grand mean score (γ 00), the
extent the student’s class differs from the grand mean score (u0j), and the extent the
individual student’s score differs from their class average score (r ij).
Level 1
Yij   0 j  rij

(1)

Level 2

0 j   00  u0 j

(2)

Combined Model
Yij   00  u0 j  rij

(3)

The empty model partitions variation in the dependent variable (Yij) into two
2
components: between class (Var(u0j) =  00 ) and within class (Var(rij) =  ). The

proportion of the total variance between class is called the intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC), which can be calculated to estimate the appropriateness of using a
two-level HLM modeling by following the formula below:
ICC=

 00
 00   2

(4)

Model 2-A two-level HLM with variables at level 1.
The second step in conducting an HLM analysis was to select student-level
variables to try and explain within class variation in science content achievement. At this
level analysis, I examined the degree to which student SES and self-confidence in
learning science associated with science content achievement of students across
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difference racial groups respectively. Three variables including dummy coded racial
vectors, student SES, and student self-confidence of learning science were brought into
student level (level 1). Yij is science content achievement scores for student i within class
j.  0 j is the mean science content achievement score for Caucasian students with average
SES and self-confidence of learning science. 1 j ,  2 j and  3 j are the achievement gap
due to a racial group within class j for Hispanic, African American, and Asian American
students respectively.  4 j and 5 j are the achievement difference due to SES and selfconfidence of learning science. rij is the student level random error. In level 2 model, γ00
represented grand-mean science content achievement and u0 j is the “random effect”
associated with class j.
Level 1
Yij  0 j  1 j ( Hisp)  2 j ( Black )  3 j ( Asian)  4 j (SES )  5 j (Selfconf )   ij
(5)
Level 2

0 j   00  0 j

(6)

1 j   10  u1 j

(7)

2 j   20  u2 j

(8)

3 j   30  u3 j

(9)

4 j   40  4 j

(10)

5 j   50  5 j

(11)

Since there were no variables brought to class level (level 2) at this step, the
reduction of the student level variance in the null model was computed to obtain the
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proportion of the variance explained by three variables brought to the student-level. With
racial variables, SES and student self-confidence of learning science entered in the level1 model, changes in the within-class random variance was examined by using the
following formula:

Reduction=

(12)

 2 ( Null )   2 ( Model 2)
 2 ( Null )

Model 3-full model.
The third step in conducting a HLM analysis was to focus on building a model to
examine whether some classes having higher science content achievement of students
across four racial groups respectively is because of the teaching approaches variables in
classroom level. At student level (level 1), the equation is the same as model 2 in which
dummy coded racial vector and control variables are added. Different teaching
approaches were added to class level (level 2) model to predict intercept of level 1
equation and answer whether different science teaching approaches are related to
Caucasian student content science achievements. To examine the relationship between
different teaching approaches with the science content achievements of African American,
Hispanic and Asian American students, the same model building processes were used but
the racial vector needs to be recoded respectively.
Level 1

Yij  0 j  1 j ( Black )  2 j ( Hispanic)  3 j ( Asian)  4 j (SES )  5 j (Selfconf )   ij

(13)

Level 2

0 j   00   01 ( Inquiry)   02 ( Didactic)   03 (Other )  0 j
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(14)

1 j   10   11 *  Inquiry    12 *  Didactic    13 *  Other   u1 j

(15)

2 j   20   21 *  Inquiry    22 *  Didactic    23 *  Other   u2 j

(16)

β3j = γ30 + γ31*( Inquiry) + γ32*( Didactic) + γ33*( Other) + u3j

(17)

4 j   40  4 j

(18)

5 j   50  5 j

(19)

 00 is the Caucasian student group’s average class science achievement score
across all class;

 01  02  03 are the slopes for class level predictors (science teaching apporaches)
that describe their possible relationship to the student level intercept;
u0 j is the class level random effect.

The reduction of the student level variance in model 2 was computed to obtain the
proportion of the variance explained by classroom level teaching approaches variables.
With different teaching approaches variables entered in the full model, change in the
variance of student science content achievement was examined by using the following
formula:

Reduction=

 2 ( Model 2)   2 ( FullModel )
 2 (Model 2)

(20)

For Research Question 3.
To answer the third research question, within each of the four racial groups from
the US eighth grade students, whether and to what extent science teaching approaches
oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional didactic practices are associated with
student science process achievement, a series of similar modeling building process at
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Level 1 and Level 2 were used. The major difference was to use student process
knowledge achievement to substitute science content achievement in the models. The
explanation of the Level 1 and Level 2 equations was also similar.
For Research Question 4.
The same models used for answering research question 2 and 3 were used to
address the fourth research question, whether and to what extent science teaching
approaches oriented towards inquiry-based and traditional didactic practices are
associated with student science achievement gap between four racial groups from US
eighth grade students. For example, in formula (15) and (16), γ11, γ12, γ13 were used to
represent the effectiveness of different science teaching approaches on the science
achievement gap between Caucasian students and African American students.γ21, γ22,
γ23 were used to represent the effectiveness of different science teaching approaches on
the achievement gap between Caucasian students and Hispanic students.
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Chapter 5 Results
The analysis from the exploratory factor analysis, two-level hierarchical linear
modeling, and simultaneous multiple regression leads to several interesting results. In this
section, first, I present the findings about the first research question--whether and to what
extent science teaching approaches with various inquiry-based and traditional didactic
teaching components exist in eighth grade US science classroom. Second, I present the
relationships between different science teaching approaches emerged from first research
question and students’ content achievement across different racial groups respectively.
Third, I present the relationships between different science teaching approaches emerged
from first research question and students’ process achievements across different racial
groups respectively. Finally, I present the relationships between different science teaching
approaches emerged from first research question and students’ achievement gaps between
different racial groups respectively.
Three Science Teaching Approaches in Eighth Grade US Science Classroom
First, three kinds of science teaching approaches emerged from the exploratory
factor analysis based on TIMSS 2007 US data. They are: (1) more inquiry-based
instruction, which includes the four components of inquiry-based instruction, such as
make observations and describe what we see, design or plan an experiment or
investigation, conduct an experiment or investigation, and work in small groups on an
experiment or investigation and one component of traditional didactic science teaching,
which is watch the teacher demonstrate an experiment or investigation; (2) more didactic
science teaching approach, which includes the follow components of traditional didactic
teaching such as read our science textbooks and other resource materials, memorize
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science facts and principle, use scientific formulas and laws to solve problems, and listen
teacher lecture and inquiry based teaching and one component of inquiry-based teaching,
give explanations about what we are studying; (3) practice-based teaching, which include
the following components of traditional didactic teaching, such as review our homework,
work problems on our own, begin our homework in class, and have a quiz or test.
These teaching approaches emerged from the following analyses. First, the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy index for the students in this sample
was high (.904) and the result of Bartlett’s test of Sphericity was significant, χ2=
30103.00, p < .001. These results indicated the sample was appropriate for factor analysis
(Ferguson & Cox, 1993). Then an exploratory factor analysis from the Maximum
Likelihood factoring solution with oblique solutions on 14 original items yielded a threefactor solution which accounted for 54.63% of the variance of the science teaching
activities. All of the remaining items loaded substantially on the three factors in terms of
their coefficients values (> .3) except for two original items, Related to daily life and Use
computer, which were not reported in the pattern matrix as suggested (Matsunaga, 2010)
because of its relatively lower coefficient values on all three factors (< .3).
As shown in Table 3 below, a careful inspection of the rotated solution revealed
that Factor 1 could be labeled as more inquiry-based instruction because it was loaded
with 5 items, four of which represented a specific component of inquiry-based teaching.
Factor 2 was named as the more didactic teaching approach as it was loaded with four
didactic teaching components, and one inquiry-based component. Factor 3 was named as
practice-based teaching approach because it was loaded 4 items, each of which is
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associated with the drilling in didactic science teaching. Factor 1 and factor 2 were
correlated at .504 while the factor 1 and factor 3 were correlated at .320.

Table 6 Pattern Matrix Obtained from Maximum Likelihood Solution with Oblique
Solutions
Item
Factor loading
1
2
.619
 Make observations and describe what we see
.688
 Watch the teacher demonstrate and experiment or
investigation
.781
 Design or plan an experiment or investigation
.875
 Conduct an experiment or investigation
.678
 Work in small groups on an experiment or investigation
.362
 Read our science textbooks and other resource materials
.693
 Memorize science facts and principles
.613
 Use scientific formulas and laws to solve problems
.443
 Give explanations about what we are studying
.311
 Listen teacher lecture
 Review our homework
 Work problems on our own
 Begin our homework in class
 Have a quiz or test
Label
More
More
Inquiry
Didactic
%Variance
35.59
11.84
Reliability
.864
.719
Factor 1
1.000
.486
Factor 2
.486
1.000
Factor 3
.352
.546
Note. Loadings greater than .30 are reported. Label indicated the factor name.

Table 7 The Mean of Frequency of Three Science Teaching Approaches
Std.
Mean
Deviation
N
Inquiry
3.1575
.71187
507
Didactic
3.2546
.62561
507
Practice
3.2227
.65472
507
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3

.503
.350
.648
.339
Practice
7.21
.600
.352
.546
1.000

Figure 2 Means of the Frequency of These Three Science Teaching Approaches Being
Used in 507 Eighth Grade US Science Classrooms

Frequency of Science Teaching
Approaches

4

3

2

1
Inquiry

Didactic

Practice

Second, the more inquiry-based science teaching was used significantly less than
the more didactic science teaching while there was no significant difference between
inquiry-based and practice-based teaching approach. As displayed in table 7 and figure 2,
this result is shown by the significance values of one-way within subjects ANOVA and
post hoc tests although the means of the frequency of these three science teaching
approaches used in 507 eighth grade US science classrooms were close to each other. A
within subjects ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction first determined that
mean of the frequencies of three science teaching approaches differed statistically
significantly (F(1.871) = 6.191, p = 0.003)). Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni
correction revealed that more inquiry-based instruction was used significantly less than
more didactic science teaching (M=.10, SD= .03), p= .001 while there was no significant
difference between more inquiry-based instruction and practice-based teaching in terms
of the frequency (M=.07, SD= .03), p= .117. Post hoc comparison also indicated that
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there was no significant difference between frequency of more traditional didactic
science teaching and practice based teaching (M= .03, SD= .03), p= .621.
Although only the indexes reflecting more inquiry-based teaching and more
didactic teaching approaches obtained conventional standards of reliability (α> .70), I
chose to examine all three teaching approaches as independent variables to assess the
association between teaching approaches with student science performance based on
literature (Smith, Desimone, Zeidner, Dunn, Bhatt, & Rumyantseva, 2007).
Three Science Teaching Approaches with Student Science Content Achievement
In the analysis of a series of models with students’ science content achievement as
the dependent variable, the first step was to estimate Intraclass Correlation Coefficient
(ICC), how much of the total variability in the student science content achievement lies
between classrooms. The ICC coefficients from the null model (see Table 8) was 51.53%
[3476.84910/(3476.84910+3267.31078)], p< .0001, which indicated that 51.53%
variance in students’ science content achievement can be attributed to the classroom level
and the use of hierarchical linear modeling is warranted.
Table 8 Final Estimation of Variance Components in Null Model with Content
Achievement
Standard
Variance
Random Effect
d.f.
χ2
p-value
Deviation Component
INTRCPT1, u0 58.96481 3476.84910 506 7846.90971 <0.001
level-1, r 57.16040 3267.31078

In this section, I reported the results relevant to the second research question
based on four different racial groups respectively. First I reported the effects by adding
first level variables. Then I reported the full model results with both first and second level
variables to answer the second research question.
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Caucasian students.
First, Caucasian student were better performers compared to African American
and Hispanic students but performing as well as Asian American students according to
their content achievement. A two-level HLM with variables at level 1 (see Table 9)
showed that Caucasian student average content science achievement was 534.69 and
African American student, Hispanic students average achievement were 53.15 (p< .001)
and 29.24 (p< .001) points lower than that of Caucasian student respectively controlling
by the student SES and self-confidence of learning. There was no significantly difference
between Caucasian students and Asian American students based on their science
achievement (p= .261).
Second, for Caucasian students, both SES and Self-confidence of learning were
significant predictors for student science content learning. For example, when the dummy
coded racial vectors (African American, Hispanic, and Asian American), student selfconfidence of learning science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, both student
SES (p< .001) and self-confidence of learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive
effects on Caucasian student science achievement.
Third, much of the variances still left in classroom level after the SES and Selfconfidence of learning science was controlled. It also showed that the student level
variance in the overall science achievement was reduced by 13.77%, from 3267.31078
(see Table 8) to 2817.31505 (see Table 10). This indicated that 13.77% variance in
student science achievement were explained by racial vectors, self-confidence of learning
science and student SES. However, there were still significant variance left in classroom
level (level 2) for explaining Caucasian student science content performance (p <0.001)
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and the performance gap between Caucasian student and African American student
(p=.031) even though the variance left in level 2 for the effect of both SES and selfconfidence of learning, and the achievement gap between Caucasian student and Hispanic
student were not significant anymore (ps> .05).

Table 9 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in Two-Level HLM with Variables at Level 1
for Caucasian Students
Fixed Effect

Coefficient

Standard
error

For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 534.691744 2.258397
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.925274 1.121163
For AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20 -53.145913 3.318530
For HISPANIC slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30 -29.239807 2.818060
For ASIAN AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
-5.516414 4.848765
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.330405 1.099863

t-ratio

Approx.
d.f.

p-value

236.757

299

<0.001

17.772

84

<0.001

-16.015

50

<0.001

-10.376

29

<0.001

-1.138

49

0.261

9.392

21

<0.001

Table 10 Final Estimation of Variance Components by Adding First Level Variables for
Caucasian Students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, u2
HISPANIC slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES slope, u5
level-1, r

Variance
Component
1748.21369
15.69786
153.19854
70.59597
47.32712
18.04415
2817.31505

d.f.

χ2

p-value

37
37
37
37
37
37

73.62257
35.53257
54.51469
42.45540
32.19094
40.24073

<0.001
>0.500
0.031
0.247
>0.500
0.328

Finally, none of these three science teaching approaches made significant
differences in Caucasion students’ content achievements. After controlling for the effect
of student SES, self-confidence of learning science, and the effect of the racial vector,
three kinds of teaching approaches were added to the full model (Table 11). None of
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these three teaching approaches (More inquiry, More didactic and Practice) were found
significantly related to Caucasian student science content achievement (ps> .05), even
though the variance of it left on level 2 was still significant (p<0.001). It also showed that
the student level variance in the science content achievement was reduced from
2817.31505 (see Table 10) to 2815.28856 (see Table 12), which indicated that very few
variances in student science achievement were explained by adding three teaching
approaches variables in level 2.
Table 11 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in Full Model for Caucasian Students
Fixed Effect
Coefficient (SE)
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 534.514217 (2.364364)
INQUIRY, γ01
-2.925389 (5.385696)
DIDACTIC, γ02
5.071398 (9.916626)
PRACTICE, γ03
3.698244 (7.316459)
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.867231
1.193077
For AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20 -53.003754 (3.756611)
INQUIRY, γ21
12.943197 (8.552912)
DIDACTIC, γ22
0.936119 (18.463176)
PRACTICE, γ23
-0.359027 (11.773802)
For HISPANIC slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30 -29.107000
3.012219
For ASIAN AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
-5.505778
5.017604
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.335160
1.142370

t

(df)

p-value

226.071
-0.543
0.511
0.505

(503)
(503)
(340)
(503)

<0.001
0.587
0.609
0.613

16.652

107

<0.001

-14.109
1.513
0.051
-0.030

(45)
(485)
(75)
(164)

<0.001
0.131
0.960
0.976

-9.663

44

<0.001

-1.097

56

0.277

9.047

24

<0.001

Table 12 Final Estimation of Variance Components in Full Model for Caucasian
Students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, u2
HISPANIC slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES_FAC1 slope, u5
level-1, r

Standard
Deviation
41.83575
3.95270
12.36327
8.39028
6.83452
4.22238
53.05929

Variance
Component
1750.23033
15.62382
152.85046
70.39683
46.71066
17.82848
2815.28856
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d.f.

χ2

p-value

34
37
34
37
37
37

74.84888
35.55988
52.76887
42.44908
32.21225
40.27183

<0.001
>0.500
0.021
0.247
>0.500
0.327

African American students.
First, African American students performed lowest among all the groups. When
the dummy coded racial vectors (Caucasian, Hispanic, and Asian American), student selfconfidence of learning science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, it showed
that African American student science content achievement was 479.72 and Caucasian,
Asian American, Hispanic students content achievement were 54.86, 50.47 and 25.61
(ps< .001) points higher than that of African American student respectively.
Second, SES and self-confidence of learning had significant influences on African
American student science content achievement. For example, both student SES (p< .001)
and self-confidence of learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive effects on
African American student science achievement (see Table 13). It also showed that the
student level variance in the science content achievement was reduced from 3267.31078
(see Table 8) to 2807.57802 (see Table 14), which indicated that 14.07% variance in
student science content achievement were explained by first level variables (racial
vectors, self-confidence of learning science and student SES).
Third, there were still much of the variance left unexplained for African American
student science content achievement after taking account the variables in the first level.
For example, there were still significant variance (see Table 14) left in classroom level
(level 2) for explaining African American student science content performance (p =.004)
and the performance gap between Caucasian, Asian American student and African
American student (ps<.05) even though the variance left in level 2 for the effect of both
SES and self-confidence of learning, and the achievement gap between African American
student and Hispanic student were not significant anymore (ps> .05).
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Table 13 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in Two-Level HLM with Variables at Level 1
for African American students
Fixed Effect
Coefficient (SE)
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 479.724648 (3.150230)
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.912284 (1.124224)
For CAUCASIAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20
54.858731 (3.271410)
For HISPANIC slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30
25.613721 (3.177630)
For ASIAN AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
50.469462 (5.473035)
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.257713 (1.108394)

t

(df)

p-value

152.282

(310)

<0.001

17.712

(81)

<0.001

16.769

(39)

<0.001

8.061

(251)

<0.001

9.221

(64)

<0.001

9.255

(21)

<0.001

Table 14 Final Estimation of Variance Components in Two-Level HLM with Variables at
Level 1for African American students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
CAUCASIAN slope, u2
HISPANIC slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES_FAC1 slope, u5
level-1, r

Standard
Deviation
41.38201
3.90353
10.66951
10.87541
13.16135
4.34377
52.98658

Variance
Component
1712.47050
15.23754
113.83840
118.27452
173.22121
18.86834
2807.57802

d.f.

χ2

p-value

37
37
37
37
37
37

63.99931
35.65414
55.21567
52.02290
67.83619
40.33323

0.004
>0.500
0.027
0.051
0.002
0.325

Finally, none of the teaching approaches made any differences in explaining
African American student science content achievement. For example, After controlling
for the effect of student SES, self-confidence of learning science and the effect of the
racial vector, three kinds of teaching approaches were added to the full model (Table 15),
None of these three teaching approaches were significantly related to African American
student science content achievement (ps> .05) in spite of the variance left on level 2 was
still significant (p= .004). The student level variance in the science content achievement
was reduced from 2807.57802 (see Table 14) to 2795.36680 (see Table 16), which
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indicated that very few variances in African American student science content
achievement were explained by adding three teaching approaches variables in level 2.
Table 15 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in the Full Model for African American
students
Fixed Effect
Coefficient
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 479.896195
INQUIRY, γ01
6.429528
DIDACTIC, γ02
11.690874
PRACTICE, γ03
7.721244
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.821612
For CAUCASIAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20
54.989550
INQUIRY, γ21
-9.080228
DIDACTIC, γ22 -10.160994
PRACTICE, γ23
-6.111885
For HISPANIC slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30
24.945954
For ASIAN AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
50.915827
INQUIRY, γ41
-30.006867
DIDACTIC, γ42 -11.397813
PRACTICE, γ43
9.663142
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.236018
*p < .05.

(SE)

t

(df)

p-value

(3.221870)
(6.717110)
(11.224381)
(8.485810)

148.950
0.957
1.042
0.910

(418)
(503)
(503)
(503)

<0.001
0.339
0.298
0.363

(1.145676)

17.301

(70)

<0.001

(3.288220)
(5.519231)
(11.246810)
(8.667874)

16.723
-1.645
-0.903
-0.705

(53)
(503)
(53)
(41)

<0.001
0.101
0.370
0.485

3.060527

8.151

506

<0.001

5.613054
12.732455
19.916176
17.167851

9.071
-2.357
-0.572
0.563

52
82
101
100

<0.001
0.021*
0.568
0.575

1.112658

9.200

20

<0.001

Table 16 Final Estimation of Variance Components in the Full Model for African
American students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
CAUCASIAN slope, u2
HISPANIC slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES_FAC1 slope, u5
level-1, r

Standard
Deviation
42.53291
4.72551
14.32893
11.54525
15.43964
4.55241
52.87123

Variance
Component
1809.04870
22.33044
205.31812
133.29277
238.38239
20.72444
2795.36680

d.f.

χ2

p-value

34
37
34
37
34
37

60.28505
35.82277
52.72247
52.14813
61.31034
40.50221

0.004
>0.500
0.021
0.050
0.003
0.318

Hispanic students.
First, Hispanic students performed lower than Caucasion and Asian American
students but higher than African American students. When the dummy coded racial
vectors (Caucasian, African American, and Asian American), student self-confidence of
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learning science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, Hispanic student science
content achievement was 504.88 (see Table 17). Caucasian, Asian American student
content achievement were 29.73 and 24.41 (ps< .001) points higher and African
American student was 22.94 points lower than that of Hispanic student respectively.
Second, SES and self-confidence of learning had significant influences on
Hispanic student science content achievement. Both student SES (p< .001) and selfconfidence of learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive effects on Hispanic
student science content achievement (see Table 17). The student level variance in
Hispanic student science content achievement was reduced from 3267.31078 (see Table 8)
to 2810.58591 (see Table 18), which indicated that 13.98% variance in student science
content achievement were explained by racial vectors, self-confidence of learning science
and student SES.
Third, there were still much of the variance left unexplained for Hispanic student
science content achievement after taking account the variables in the first level. For
example, there were still significant variance left in classroom level (level 2) for
explaining Hispanic student science performance (p <0.001) even though the variance left
in level 2 for the effect of both SES and self-confidence of learning, and the achievement
gap between Caucasian, African American and Asian American student and Hispanic
student were not significant anymore (ps> .05).
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Table 17 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in the Two-Level HLM with Variables at Level
1 for Hispanic students
Fixed Effect
Coefficient (SE)
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 504.887857 2.833587
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.916404 1.117552
For CAUCASIAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20
29.725491 2.852015
For AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30 -22.938817 3.216304
For ASIAN AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
24.417052 5.598247
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.275664 1.105454

t

(df)

p-value

178.180

162

<0.001

17.821

87

<0.001

10.423

26

<0.001

-7.132

435

<0.001

4.362

25

<0.001

9.295

21

<0.001

Table 18 Final Estimation of Variance Components in the Two-Level HLM with Level
1Variables for Hispanic students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
CAUCASIAN slope, u2
AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES_FAC1 slope, u5
level-1, r

Standard
Deviation
43.19378
3.91646
8.12320
12.12436
9.60250
4.32807
53.01496

Variance
Component
1865.70303
15.33863
65.98641
147.00013
92.20794
18.73217
2810.58591

d.f.

χ2

p-value

37
37
37
37
37
37

98.65849
35.62061
42.70700
51.55203
40.05762
40.30939

<0.001
>0.500
0.239
0.056
0.336
0.326

Finally, none of the teaching approaches made any differences in explaining
Hispanic student science content achievement. After adding three kinds of teaching
approaches to the full model (Table 19) and controlling for the effect of student SES,
self-confidence of learning science and the effect of the racial vector, none of these three
teaching approaches (More inquiry, More didactic and Practice) were significantly
related to Hispanic student science content achievement (ps> .05) even though the
variance of it left on level 2 was still significant (p<0.001). Student level variance in the
science content achievement was reduced from 2810.58591 (see Table 18) to 2810.38447
(see Table 20), which indicated that almost nothing of Hispanic student science
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achievement variance can be explained by any of the three teaching approaches variables
in level 2.

Table 19 Final Estimation of Fixed Effects in the Full Model for Hispanic students
Fixed Effect
Coefficient (SE)
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00 504.766842 2.824554
INQUIRY, γ01
-1.798847 5.433389
DIDACTIC, γ02
6.267507 9.322121
PRACTICE, γ03
4.373215 6.770966
For SELFCONF slope, β1
INTRCPT2, γ10
19.888238 1.117979
For CAUCASIAN slope, β2
INTRCPT2, γ20
29.619251 2.834266
For AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, β3
INTRCPT2, γ30 -23.003398 3.214157
For ASIAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
24.399175 5.574604
For SES_FAC1 slope, β5
INTRCPT2, γ50
10.268313 1.105853

t

(df)

p-value

178.707
-0.331
0.672
0.646

165
503
503
503

<0.001
0.741
0.502
0.519

17.789

87

<0.001

10.450

27

<0.001

-7.157

441

<0.001

4.377

25

<0.001

9.285

21

<0.001

Table 20 Final Estimation of Variance Components in the Full Model for Hispanic
students
Random Effect
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
CAUCASIAN slope, u2
AFRICAN AMERICAN slope, u3
ASIAN AMERICAN slope, u4
SES slope, u5
level-1, r

Standard
Deviation
43.00258
3.89604
8.17838
12.12557
9.58327
4.30552
53.01306

Variance
Component
1849.22172
15.17911
66.88590
147.02940
91.83910
18.53751
2810.38447

d.f.

χ2

p-value

34
37
37
37
37
37

97.19984
35.62396
42.67954
51.56213
40.05253
40.30701

<0.001
>0.500
0.240
0.056
0.336
0.326

Asian American students.
As explained in methodology section, there were only 243 Asian American
students among 507 classrooms, HLM could not evaluate the different variance in the
second level (classroom level) precisely given to the small sample size for the first level.
Therefore, I used IEA IDB analyzer to conduct simultaneous multiple regression for
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examining the effects of three teaching approaches on Asian American student science
content achievement. The results of multiple regression (see Table 21) indicated that all
three teaching approaches variables were not good predictors for Asian American student
science content achievement. Both SES and student self-confidence of learning science
were significantly positive related to student science content achievement.
Table 21 Results Of Simultaneous Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Asian American Student Science Content Performance
Variables
INQUIRY
DIDACTIC
PRACTICE
SELFCONF
SES
* p < .05.

Regression
Coefficient
-23.61
-15.73
17.47
24.45
21.43

SE

t-value

12.49
19.49
20.53
6.06
5.09

-1.89
-.79
.85
4.03

Standardized
Coefficient
-.14
-.06
.08
.24
.26

SE

t-value

.07
.08
.09
.05
.06

-1.90
-.78
.84
4.37*
4.16*

In sum, the above results showed that within each racial group, after controlling
for the effect of student SES, self-confidence of learning science, none of these three
teaching approaches (more inquiry, more didactic and practice) were was significantly
related to science content achievement of Caucasian, African American, Hispanic and
Asian American students.
Three Science Teaching Approaches with Student Science Process Achievement
Science knowing achievement.
In the analysis of a series of models with students’ science knowing achievement
as the dependent variable, the intraclass correlation (ICC) coefficients from the base
model was 48.83% [3260.47/ (3260.47+3416.40)], p< .0001, which indicated that 48.83%
variance in students’ science knowing achievement can be attributed to the classroom
level and the use of hierarchical linear modeling is warranted (see Table 22).
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Table 22 Estimating effects of variables on science knowing achievement of Caucasian,
African American, and Hispanic students
Empty model
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
level-1, r

Fixed effect
Mean Achievement, β0

3260.47
3416.41
Two level HLM with variables at level 1
Caucasian
African American
Coefficient (Standard error)
524.20 (2.63)***

SELFCONF slope, β1
CAUCASIAN gap
AFRICAN AMERICAN
gap, β2
HISPANIC gap, β3
ASIAN AMERICAN gap,
β4
SES slope, β5
Variance Components
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
AFRICAN AMERICAN
gap, u2
HISPANIC gap, u3
Caucasian gap
ASIAN AMERICAN gap,
u4
SES slope, u5
level-1, r
Variance explained

22.19 (1.06)***

482.13 (4.08)***
22.18 (1.06)***
42.01 (4.46)***

-40.29 (4.69)***
-24.26 (2.53)***
-5.66 (5.78)

Hispanic

499.23 (2.81)***
22.19 (1.06)***
24.87 (2.48)***
-14.84 (4.33)**

17.66 (4.14)***

11.95 (1.11)***

36.96 (7.27)***
11.90 (1.12)***

19.16 (6.25)**
11.91 (1.11)***

1649.81**
17.75

1551.13*
17.61

1819.57***
16.96

90.75
79.12
50.33

93.92
132.09
84.63
138.40*

15.06
2978.50
12.82%

15.16344
2969.42
13.08%
Full model
Coefficient (Standard error)

Fixed effect
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00
523.86(2.68)
INQUIRY, γ01
-2.15(5.43)
DIDACTIC, γ02
2.07(9.44)
PRACTICE, γ03
7.07(6.69)
For ASIAN AMERICAN
slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
INQUIRY, γ41
DIDACTIC, γ42
PRACTICE, γ43
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
1651.37***
level-1, r
2978.27
Note. * p< .05. ** p< .01. *** p< .001

482.03 (4.13)
-0.351364 (5.43)
1.85 (9.75)
7.80 (6.73)

55.75
81.66
15.56
2976.19
12.89%

499.09 (2.82)
-1.81 (5.49)
3.03 (9.62)
7.26 (6.72)

37.57 (7.66)
-31.33 (11.40)**
-4.25 (21.51)
8.42 (18.69)
1528.43*
2965.57
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1801.66***
2976.03

Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students.
First, Caucasian student performed better than African American and Hispanic
students but had similar performance to Asian American student in terms of their science
knowing achievement. When the dummy coded racial vectors (African American,
Hispanic, and Asian American), student self-confidence of learning science and SES
were added to the level-1 equation in the two-level HLM model (see Table 22), it showed
that Caucasian student science knowing achievement was 524.20 and African American
student, Hispanic students science knowing achievement were 40.29 (p< .001) and 24.25
(p< .001) points lower than that of Caucasian student respectively controlling by the
student SES and self-confidence of learning. There was no significantly difference
between Caucasian students and Asian American students based on their science
knowing achievement (p> .05).
Second, both SES and Self-confidence of learning were significant predictors for
science knowing achievement of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students.
For example, when the dummy coded racial vectors, student self-confidence of learning
science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, both student SES (p< .001) and selfconfidence of learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive effects on science
knowing achievement of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students (see Table
22).
Third, there were much of the variances left in classroom level after the SES and
Self-confidence of learning science was controlled. For example, the student level
variance in the science knowing achievement was reduced by 12.82%, 13.08%, and 12.89%
for Caucasian, African American and Hispanic students respectively (see Table 22). This
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indicated that 12.82%. 13.08% and 12.89% variance in Caucasian, African American
and Hispanic student science knowing achievement were respectively explained by racial
vectors, self-confidence of learning science, and student SES. However, there was still
significant variance left in classroom level (level 2) for explaining student science
knowing performance (ps< .05) of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students
(see Table 22).
Finally, none of these three science teaching approaches were good predictors for
science knowing achievement of Caucasian, African American and Hispanic students.
For example (Table 22), after controlling for the effect of student SES, self-confidence of
learning science and racial vector at level 1, none of these three teaching approaches
(More inquiry, More didactic and Practice) at classroom level were significantly related
to student science knowing achievement (ps> .05), even though the variance of it left on
level 2 was still significant (ps<0.001). It also showed in Table 22 that the student level
variance in the science knowing achievement dropped from 2978.50 to 2978.27
(Caucasian student), from 2969.42 to 2965.57 (African American student), and from
2976.19 to 2976.03 (Hispanic student), which indicated that very few variances in
science knowing achievement were explained by adding three teaching approaches
variables in level 2.
Asian American students.
The results of multiple regression (see Table 23) indicated that the more inquirybased instruction had a significant negative influence on Asian American student science
knowing achievement while the more didactic teaching approach were not good
predictors for Asian American student science knowing achievement. Both SES and
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student self-confidence of learning science were significantly positive related to student
science knowing achievement.
Table 23 Results Of Simultaneous Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Asian American Student Science Knowing Performance
Variables
INQUIRY
DIDACTIC
PRACTICE
SELFCONF
SES
Note. * p< .05.

Regression
Coefficient
-30.61
-21.50
21.37
26.92
22.40

SE

t-value

13.32
19.16
21.09
7.75
8.35

-2.30
-1.12
1.01
3.22
2.89

Standardized
Coefficient
-.17
-.08
.09
.26
.27

SE

t-value

.07
.07
.09
.08
.08

-2.34*
-1.16
1.03
3.27*
3.40*

Science applying achievement.
In the analysis of a series of models with students’ science applying achievement
as the dependent variable, the intraclass correlation (ICC) coefficients from the base
model was 47.88% [2787.36820/(2787.36820+3033.79879), p< .001, which indicated
that 47.88% variance in students’ science applying achievement can be attributed to the
classroom level and the use of hierarchical linear modeling is warranted (see Table 24).
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Table 24 Estimating effects of variables on science applying achievement of Caucasian,
African American, and Hispanic students
Empty model
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
level-1, r

Fixed effect
Mean Achievement, β0
SELFCONF slope, β1
CAUCASIAN gap
AFRICAN
AMERICAN gap, β2
HISPANIC gap, β3
ASIAN AMERgap, β4
SES slope, β5
Variance Components
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
AFRICAN
AMERICAN gap, u2
HISPANIC gap, u3
Caucasian gap
ASIAN gap, u4
SES slope, u5
level-1, r
Variance explained

2787.37
3033.80
Two level HLM with variables at level 1
Caucasian
African American
Coefficient (Standard error)
526.87 (2.13)***
19.07 (2.01)***

487.13 (2.90)***
19.08 (2.02)***
39.71 (3.00)***

-38.16 (3.11)***

Hispanic

503.39 (3.43)***
19.08 (2.01)***
23.41 (2.96)***
-14.31 (3.89)**

-23.00 (2.94)***
-3.01 (4.87)
11.02 (1.73)***

16.57 (3.90)***
37.15 (5.08)***
10.95 (1.72)***

20.40 (5.91)**
10.98 (1.71)***

1443.33**
16.92

1365.66*
16.75

1819.57***
16.50

84.03

93.12

66.25

115.41
81.82
42.57
135.65*
12.69
12.80
2685.17
2673.94
11.50%
11.86%
Full model
Coefficient (Standard error)

Fixed effect
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00
526.61(2.12)***
INQUIRY, γ01
-3.54 (4.77)
DIDACTIC, γ02
5.79 (8.44)
PRACTICE, γ03
4.67 (6.35)
For ASIAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
INQUIRY, γ41
DIDACTIC, γ42
PRACTICE, γ43
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
1441.20**
level-1, r
2684.92
Note. * p< .05. ** p< .01. *** p< .001.

487.02 (2.90)***
-1.70 (4.80)
5.50 (8.52)
5.33 (6.30)

52.85
78.91
12.88
2681.86
11.60%

503.27 (3.45)***
-3.16 (4.81)
6.66 (8.50)
4.63 (6.33)

37.85 (5.2)
-28.17 (11.57)*
-8.09 (19.08)
6.63 (17.94)
1351.16**
2670.84
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1520.77***
2681.68

Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic student.
First, Caucasian student performed better than African American and Hispanic
students but similar to Asian American student in terms of their science applying
achievement. When the dummy coded racial vectors, student self-confidence of learning
science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, it showed that Caucasian student
science applying achievement was 526.87 and African American student, Hispanic
students science applying achievement were 38.16 (p< .001) and 23.00 (p< .001) points
lower than that of Caucasian student respectively controlling by the student SES and selfconfidence of learning (see Table 24). There was no significantly difference between
Caucasian students and Asian American students based on their science applying
achievement (p> .05).
Second, both SES and self-confidence of learning science were significant
predictors for science applying achievement of Caucasian, African American, and
Hispanic student. As shown in Table 24, student SES (p< .001) and self-confidence of
learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive effects on Caucasian, African
American, and Hispanic student science applying achievement.
Third, there was still significant variance left in classroom level for explaining
science applying performance of Caucasian, African American and Hispanic student. For
example, the student level variance in the science applying achievement dropped by
11.50% (Caucasian student), 11.86% (African American student), and 11.60% (Hispanic
student) (see Table 24). This indicated that 11.50%, 11.86%, and 11.60% of the variance
in Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic student science applying achievement
were explained by racial vectors, self-confidence of learning science and student SES.
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There were still significant variance exist in classroom level for explaining Caucasian,
African American, and Hispanic student science applying performance (ps < .05).
Finally, all these teaching approaches variables in classroom level were not good
predictors for Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic student science applying
achievement. For example, as shown in Table 24, none of these three teaching
approaches were significantly related to Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic
student science applying achievement (ps> .05) after controlling for the effect of student
SES, self-confidence of learning science and the racial vector although the variance left
on level 2 was still significant (ps< .05). The student level variance changes in the science
applying achievement of Caucasian (from 2685.17 to 2684.92), African American (from
2673.94 to 2670.84), and Hispanic students (from 2681.86 to 2681.68) were minor,
which indicated that very few variances in Caucasian student science applying
achievement were explained by adding three teaching approaches variables (see Table
24).
Asian American students.
The results of multiple regression (see Table 25) indicated that more inquirybased instruction was significantly negative (p< .05) to Asian American student science
applying achievement while more didactic and practicing science teaching were not good
predictors for Asian American student science knowing achievement. Both SES and
student self-confidence of learning science were significantly positive (ps< .05) related to
student science Applying achievement.
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Table 25 Results of Simultaneous Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Asian American Student Science Applying Performance
Variables
INQUIRY
DIDACTIC
PRACTICE
SELFCONF
SES
Note. * p< .05.

Regression
Coefficient
-29.89
-13.32
12.94
20.20
23.03

SE

t-value

13.57
16.87
20.14
8.68
6.37

-2.20
-.79
.64
2.65
3.17

Standardized
Coefficient
-.18
-.05
.06
.23
.25

SE

t-value

.08
.07
.09
.08
.07

-2.27*
-.81
.66
2.88*
3.46*

Science reasoning achievement.
In the analysis of a series of models with students’ science reasoning achievement
as the dependent variable, the intraclass correlation (ICC) coefficients
[3016.61206/(2775.54584+3016.61206)] from the base model (see Table 50) was
52.08% , p< .0001, which indicated that 52.08% variance in students’ science reasoning
achievement can be attributed to the classroom level and the use of hierarchical linear
modeling is warranted.
Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students.
First, Caucasian student performed the best compared to African American and
Hispanic students while performing as well as Asian American student in terms of their
science reasoning achievement. When the dummy coded racial vectors, student selfconfidence of learning science and SES were added to the level-1 equation, it showed
that Caucasian student science reasoning achievement was 539.60 (Table 26) and African
American student, Hispanic students science reasoning achievement were 36.44 (p< .001)
and 22.39 (p< .001) points lower than that of Caucasian student respectively controlling
by the student SES and self-confidence of learning. There was no significantly difference
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between Caucasian students and Asian American students based on their science
reasoning achievement (p> .05).
Second, for Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students, both SES and
Self-confidence of learning were significant predictors for student science reasoning
achievement. As shown in Table 26, student SES (p< .001) and self-confidence of
learning science (p< .001) had significantly positive effects on science reasoning
achievement of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic students.
Third, there was still significant variance left in classroom level for explaining
Caucasian African American, and Hispanic student science reasoning performance. As
shown in Table 26, 9.40%, 9.60% and 9.39% of the variance in Caucasian African
American, and Hispanic student science applying achievement respectively were
explained by racial vectors, self-confidence of learning science and student SES. The
variance exist in classroom level for explaining Caucasian, African American, and
Hispanic student science reasoning performance was significant (ps < .001).
Finally, the full model showed that all of these three science teaching approaches
were not good predictors for Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic student science
reasoning achievement. As shown in Table 26, none of these three teaching approaches
(More inquiry, More didactic and Practice) were significantly related to science reasoning
achievement of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic student (ps> .05) even
though the variance of it left on level 2 was still significant (p< .001). It also showed that
the student level variance in the science reasoning achievement dropped from 2514.52to
2514.44 (Caucasian student), from 2507.24 to 2505.54 (African American student), and
from 2515.00 to 2514.96 (Hispanic student), which indicated that very few variances in
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science reasoning achievement were explained by adding three teaching approaches
variables in level 2.
Table 26 Estimating effects of variables on science reasoning achievement of Caucasian,
African American, and Hispanic students
Empty model
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
level-1, r

Fixed effect
Mean Achievement, β0
SELFCONF slope, β1
CAUCASIAN gap
AFRICAN
AMERICAN gap, β2
HISPANIC gap, β3
ASIAN American gap,
β4
SES slope, β5
Variance Components
INTRCPT1, u0
SELFCONF slope, u1
AFRICAN
AMERICAN gap, u2
HISPANIC gap, u3
Caucasian gap
ASIAN American gap,
u4
SES slope, u5
level-1, r
Variance explained

3016.61206
2775.54584
Two level HLM with variables at level 1
Caucasian
African American
Coefficient (Standard error)
539.60 (2.40)***
16.80 (1.41)***

501.78 (3.86)***
16.78 (1.41)***
37.73 (3.15)***

-36.44 (3.25)***
-22.39 (2.17)***
-2.18 (5.15)
7.42 (1.22)***

Hispanic

516.55 (2.85)***
16.81 (1.41)***
22.88 (2.13)***
-13.01 (3.32)**

15.27 (3.29)***
36.48 (5.90)***
7.36 (1.21)***

1802.56**
12.14

1643.83*
12.20

80.48

20.94 (5.44)**
7.37 (1.23)***
1884.60***
12.07
66.36

56.79
37.56
15.21
2514.52
9.40%

103.35
78.90
130.75**

38.23

14.74
2507.24
9.60%

15.10
2515.00
9.39%

Full model
Fixed effect
Coefficient (Standard error)
For INTRCPT1, β0
INTRCPT2, γ00
539.47(2.45)***
501.69 (3.93)***
INQUIRY, γ01
- .26 (5.89)
1.25 (5.98)
DIDACTIC, γ02
7.92 (9.35)
9.63 (8.52)
PRACTICE, γ03
1.84 (6.99)
2.19 (6.90)
For
ASIAN
AMERICAN slope, β4
INTRCPT2, γ40
37.10 (6.13)**
INQUIRY, γ41
-21.34 (11.00)
DIDACTIC, γ42
-10.01 (17.95)
PRACTICE, γ43
7.65 (17.72)
Variance Components
Intercept, u0
1801.89***
1631.24**
level-1, r
2514.44
2505.54
Note. * p< .05. ** p< .01. *** p< .001
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71.80

516.42 (2.87)***
.00 (5.87)
8.57 (9.43)
2.29 (7.01)

1869.42***
2514.96

Asian American students.
The results of multiple regression (See Table 27) indicated that all three science
teaching approaches were not good predictors for Asian American student science
reasoning achievement. Both SES and student self-confidence of learning science were
significantly positive related to student science Reasoning achievement (p< .05).
Table 27 Results Of Simultaneous Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting
Asian American Student Science Reasoning Performance
Variables
INQUIRY
DIDACTIC
PRACTICE
SELFCONF
SES
* p< .05.

Regression
Coefficient
-19.75
-20.66
13.19
21.34
19.12

SE

t-value

12.29
17.62
21.16
6.65
6.36

-1.61
-1.17
.62
3.21
3.01

Standardized
Coefficient
-.12
-.09
.06
.22
.25

SE

t-value

.08
.07
.10
.06
.08

-1.62
-1.18
.63
3.48*
3.14*

In sum, my analyses in answering the second research question showed the
following findings. First, all these three teaching approaches were not significantly
related to science achievement of Caucasian, African American and Hispanic students in
science knowing achievement but inquiry-based instruction was negatively related to
Asian American student science knowing achievement in a significant way.
For the science applying achievement, I found that all these three teaching
approaches variables in classroom level were not good predictors for Caucasian, African
American, Hispanic student science applying achievement. However, inquiry-based
instruction was significantly negative related to Asian American student science applying
achievement.
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For the science reasoning achievement, all these three teaching approaches were
found not significantly related to Caucasian, African American, Hispanic and Asian
American student science reasoning achievement respectively.
Three Science Teaching Approaches with Student Science Achievement Gap
Only inquiry-based instruction was found to significantly reduce the achievement
gaps between African American students and Asian American students in terms of their
science content, knowing and applying achievement. None of these three teaching
approaches was found to be significantly associated with achievement gaps between
other racial groups in terms of their science content, knowing, applying, and reasoning
achievements. Table 28 was formed by incorporating Table 15, 22, 24, and 26 , which
indicated that inquiry-based instruction significantly reduced the achievement gaps
between African American students and Asian American students in terms of their
science content (p= .02), knowing (p=.01) and applying achievement (p= .02).
Table 28 Effects of Three Teaching Approaches on Science Achievement Gaps between
African American Students and Asian American Students
Content
Achievement

Knowing
Achievement

Applying
Achievement

Reasoning
Achievement

Coefficient

SE

P

Coefficient

SE

P

Coefficient

SE

P

Coefficient

SE

P

Inquiry

-30.01

12.73

.02*

-31.33

11.40

.01*

-28.17

11.57

.02*

-21.34

11.00

.054

Didactic

-11.40

19.91

.57

-4.25

21.51

.85

-8.09

19.08

.67

-10.02

17.95

.58

Practice

9.66
.70.

17.17

.58

8.42

18.69

.66

6.63

17.94
.67 .71

7.66

17.72

Note. *p< .05
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Limitations
The empirical analysis of this study contributes to my understanding about the
four research questions in several ways. The understandings will be discussed specifically
below.
Science Teaching Approaches in the US Middle School Classrooms
The science teaching approaches used in the middle school classrooms are too
complex to classify simply as "traditional/didactic" or "inquiry based" as suggested in the
science teaching reform literature (Barrow, 2006; Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse,
2007; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007). As shown in this study, at least three different teaching
approaches (inquiry-based science teaching, didactic science teaching and practice-based
science teaching) existed, each of which was used with different frequency and involved
different combinations of the components of inquiry-based and didactic instruction. For
example, as shown in my analysis in the finding chapter, the components of didactic
science teaching were used in all three teaching approaches at the different level, while
the components of inquiry-based approach were used in the two teaching approaches
commonly practiced in the US middle school classrooms. There were no popular teaching
approaches that fitted into the kind of inquiry and traditional didactic teaching approaches
as framed in the reform documents and literature (Anderson, 1996; National Research
Concil, 1996, 2000, 2012; Smerdon, Burkam, & Lee, 1999).
This finding leads to two conclusions. First, it confirmed the argument that it is
not appropriate to view science teaching approaches as dichotomous at the practice level
(Furtak et al., 2012; Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007). It also challenges the picture
of existing research that argued that the didactic teaching is the most popular science
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teaching approach (Hudson et al., 2002; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2003)
as a misrepresentation of actual science teaching practices in classrooms. Such a
misrepresentation can be problematic for science teaching reform that inappropriately
channel limited resources in transforming the existing science teaching and as a result, it
create distrust and resistance among teachers (Kennedy, 2010).
This finding implies that the US science teachers may use multiple and mixed
methods in teaching science (Furtak, Seidel, Iverson, & Briggs, 2012; Flick, 1995) and,
thus, instead of using a “bold idea” approach to reform science classrooms, effective
science teaching reform should be flexible enough to change, modify, nurture, reaffirm,
or further develop the existing science teaching practices depending on what kinds of
science teaching approaches are practiced in the particular contexts as suggested
(Kennedy, 2010). Such a flexible reform policy ultimately relies on accurate
representation and understanding of science teaching practices. However, this study and
the existing literature are not sufficient to provide such a knowledge base for the reform
in different schools, contexts, and nations. Therefore, it is necessary for the community of
science teaching to document the existing teaching practices in different school contexts
to understand their structures, characteristics, and effectiveness.
Second, this study suggests indirectly that the science teaching reform did
contribute to, to the extent, the transformation of science teaching practice in the
classroom. Even though the most popular existing science teaching approach is the more
didactic approach, the components of inquiry-based science teaching approaches to the
extent exist in today’s science classrooms. This situation indicates that many science
teachers may have changed their traditional teaching methods at various levels should
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traditional teaching approaches was popular teaching practice as shown in previous
literature (Hudson et al., 2002). However, this study can not verify such conclusion
directly and thus, it is necessary for the research community to carefully examine whether
and to what extent such suggestion is true.
Science Teaching Approaches and Student Content Achievement
This study suggests that none of the three science teaching approaches are a good
predictor for student science content performance of each racial group based on TIMSS
2007 data. This finding further complicates the finding in the existing studies in the
literature that based on limited numbers of participants that showed the effectiveness of
inquiry-based teaching on racially indiscriminant student population and on African
American and Hispanic students (Furtak, Seidel, Iverson, & Briggs, 2012; Minner, Levy,
and Century, 2010). At the same time, it also confirm the finding with large data base that
the inquiry-based science teaching may not be always more effective in improving
student science content achievement than traditional didactic science teaching as
suggested in three more recent empirical studies (Pine, Aschbacher, Roth, Jones, Mcphee,
Martin, Phelps, et al., 2006; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007; Wolf & Fraser, 2007).
One possible reason for this could be that teaching practices identified through the
students’ self-report instrument based on the continuum of the inquiry-based and
traditional didactic science teaching approaches in TIMSS 2007 may not be able to
capture exclusively the actual science teaching practiced in the classroom (Pine, et al.,
2006). These components of teaching approaches may not reflect the essential
components of either inquiry-based instruction or didactic science teaching, which may
compromise the assumed effects of inquiry-based instruction (Blanchard et al., 2010;
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Flick, 1995). To verify this assumption, observation-based teaching practices is
necessary. However, this study did not collect and analyze such observational data on
teaching practices in the classrooms.
Another explanation could be that teaching quality might not be an essential
factor in influencing student science content knowledge. Other social, cultural and family
factors might have contributed more significantly to individual student level of science
content learning (Byrnes & Miller, 2007; Muller, Stage, & Kinzie, 2001; Peng & Wright,
2013; White, 1982). For example, when SES and student self-confidence of science
learning were used as control variables, they were always statistically significant in
shaping students’ science performances while the three teaching approaches were not.
Future research is needed to further examine whether or not teaching is a major
contributor to students’ science performance by carefully compared with other social and
cultural factors (Kennedy, 2010; NCR, 1996; 2000; 2012).
This finding further suggests that none of the racial groups responded differently
to the three teaching approaches in learning science content, which to some extent
challenges indirectly the assumptions of culturally responsive teaching (Ladson-Billings,
1994; 1995; 1997). The assumption argues that students of different racial groups need
different teaching approaches to improve their learning due to their unique learning
needs, styles, and habits (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Furthermore the finding also challenges
the assumption underlying the current science teaching reform that suggests inquirybased instruction is useful for improving all students’ science learning (NCR, 1996; 2000;
2012) and is contributing to African American and Hispanic students’ science learning in
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particular (Kahle, Meece, & Scantlebury, 2000; Lynch, Kuipers, Pyke, & Szesze, 2005;
Thadani, Cook, Griffis, Wise, and Blakey).
One way to explain this finding can be that students from different racial
backgrounds in the study may not be sensitive to these three teaching approaches in
positive or negative ways as literature assumed (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Thus, if
culturally responsive teaching theory is to be supported, such teaching approaches cannot
be appropriately identified using the tools provided by TIMSS 2007. Therefore, other
investigation tools need to be developed for measuring racial differences.
The implication of this finding is that if one of the goals of science teaching
reform is to help improve students’ science content knowledge, the components of
culturally responsive teaching approaches should be defined and identified with attention
to these differences (Lee, Buxton, Lewis, & Leroy, 2006). Teaching that is theoretically
assumed to be effective should be carefully examined in these contexts before being used
as the model to shape teaching practices (Sykes, Bird, & Kennedy, 2010).
Science Teaching Approaches and Student Process Achievement
This study also suggests that all three teaching approaches had no significant
relationship with science knowing achievement of Caucasian, African American, and
Hispanic students, which further complicates the assumption about the effectiveness of
culturally responsive teaching and inquiry based instruction in helping all students with
different cultural backgrounds learn science process knowledge that have not been
sufficiently and consistently verified in the studies using relatively smaller samples in
existing empirical literature (Blanchard, Southerland, Osborne, Sampson, Annetta, &
Granger, 2010; Geier et al., 2008; Taraban, Box, Myers, Pollard, & Bowen, 2007; Wilson,
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Taylor, Kowalski and Carlson, 2010). The different results in the existing literature might
be due to the fact that these previous studies did not break down the process knowledge
to knowing, applying and reasoning based on the cognitive levels as structured in TIMSS
2007 data or they checked quite different components of science process knowledge.
Another interesting finding is that instead of the didactic science teaching as
hypothesized following the existing literature, inquiry-based science teaching had a
significant negative impact on Asian American students science knowing and application
achievement. The reason for this finding can be that Asian American students may hold
their traditional cultural values, such as respect for elders as sources of knowledge and
wisdom, which creates a strong social hierarchy in the classroom (Park, 2000, 2006).
Thus, students with such culture values may have a preference for didactic science
teaching and use it to advance their learning but when they are engaged in inquiry-based
science teaching, they are not be able to learn effectively (Cobern, Editor, & Lee, 1996;
Lee, Buxton, Lewis, & Leroy, 2006; Trueba, Cheng, & Ima, 1993). Such an assumption
seems to be consistent with the culturally responsive teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
To verify this assumption, studies need to be developed to check the attitudes and
learning styles of Asian American student science learning in relation to their cultural
values, the particular teaching approaches they are exposed to, and their science process
performance.
Third, all three approaches were not good predictors for Caucasian, African
American, Hispanic or Asian American student reasoning achievement, which is
consistent with one study (Blanchard, Southerland, Osborne, Sampson, Annetta, &
Granger, 2010), but not supported by another study (Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski, &Carlson,
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2010). The different results might be caused by a change in the definition of reasoning
achievement in previous literature, which is different from the current definition used by
TIMSS 2007. As shown in previous studies, different terms for forming and testing
hypotheses, communicating findings (Taraban et al., 2007), skills of reasoning, and
scientific explanation or argumentation (Wilson, Taylor, Kowalski & Carlson, 2010) were
used to represent science process knowledge.
Another explanation is that because of the limitations of space, time, money, and
expertise that exist in the classroom, the simple inquiry tasks used in the classrooms may
not be good enough to promote authentic scientific reasoning, which resulted in higher
reasoning achievement (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). The current instrument of teaching
practices focuses on the frequency of teaching activities being used, which is not able to
capture how the inquiry tasks were implemented, such as how students generating
research questions, designing the studies, and explaining the results. Therefore future
studies need to collect data on observation-based teaching practices to evaluate the four
features as suggested in the theoretical framework of effective inquiry-based instruction
to ensure students can learn reasoning strategies when they engage in authentic inquiry
tasks (Bransford et al, 1999).One of the implications of this finding is that it is important
to carefully define and assess student process knowledge achievement in future research,
as diverse definitions could be a problem for comparing and generalizing results.
Another implication is that if one goal of reforming science education is to improve
student science process knowledge through inquiry-based instruction, it is important to
develop and design effective curriculum and instructional strategies or activities that
emphasize key features of inquiry-based science teaching (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002).
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Using components of inquiry–based instruction, such as observation and experiments,
may not guarantee students learn to reason scientifically. Therefore, science educators
need to pay more attention to how to implement these components with the cognitive
processes.
Science Teaching Approaches and Student Achievement Gaps
This study showed that inquiry-based instruction did reduce significantly the
achievement gap between African American students and Asian American students in
terms of science content achievement as well as science knowing and applying
achievement. This finding seems to echo the finding of a previous study (Wilson, Taylor,
Kowalski & Carlson), which found that the inquiry-based science teaching did help
reduce the achievement gaps between Caucasian students and Non Caucasian students.
However, such a gap narrowing was not because the more inquiry-based teaching
helped increase African American students’ performance, but this teaching approach
hindered Asian American students’ achievement. For example, a unit increase in the
frequency of inquiry-based science teaching was associated with an increase of 6.43
points in science content achievement for African American students but Asian American
students showed a decrease of 23.61 points. Additionally, every unit increase in
frequency of inquiry-based instruction being used in the classroom was associated with a
decrease of 0.35 points in science knowing and a decrease of 1.71 points in applying
achievement for African American students, while Asian American students had a
decrease of 30.61 points and 29. 89 points, respectively, in the same areas.
This finding, to the extent, indicates that the inquiry-based instruction challenge
the assumption that inquiry-based instruction is a better teaching approach for improving
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science achievements of all students with different ethnic backgrounds (Blanchard et al.,
2010; Pine et al., 2006; Roehrig & Garrow, 2007; Wolf & Fraser, 2007) and the studies
that inquiry based teaching in helping African American students learn science (Kahle,
Meece, & Scantlebury, 2000; Lynch, Kuipers, Pyke, & Szesze, 2005; Thadani, Cook,
Griffis, Wise, & Blakey, 2010). As indicated above, this study showed that the more
inquiry-based science teaching hindered African American and Asian American American
students in different ways when learning science knowing and applying, even though the
effects were not statistically significant. This finding suggests that inquiry-based
instruction may influence students with different culturally and racial backgrounds in
different ways (Barton, 2003; Lee, 1997; Von Secker, 2002). However, this study could
not explain the reasons for the differences with the existing data, which deserves a careful
further examination in the learning styles of different racial group student science
learning in relation to their cultural system, the specific teaching approaches, and their
science performance. Last but not least, this study demonstrates that teaching approaches
may not have significant influences on narrowing down the racial gaps of students’
science performance across different ethnic groups, which can be influenced by other
factors not carefully examined in the study. As shown in the study, very few variances in
student science content and process achievements were explained by the three teaching
approaches across all four racial groups. There were still significant variances of student
science achievement left in the classroom level, which means there may be other factors
that could better explain the variance of student science achievement across different
racial groups. Future study could explore more significant factors, such as the specific
context of learning (Howie & Plomp, 2008).
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Finally, this finding implies that the successful reform of science teaching cannot
simply rely on the reform of curriculum and teaching alone (Fogleman, McNeill, &
Krajcik, 2011; Lavonen & Laaksonen, 2009; Secker, 2002; Wenglinsky, 2000).
Substantial attention also needs to be paid to the complex relationships between students’
performances and teaching practices to other social, economic, cultural, and historical
contexts in which such teaching and curriculum practices are situated (Apple, 2001;
Labaree, 2000; Ogbu & Simons, 1994; Sykes, Bird, & Kennedy, 2010) since this study
clearly showed that teaching approaches are not the good predictors of students science
performance. As shown repeatedly in the history, the reform efforts to change the
teaching and curriculum alone in order to solve social problems often prove to be futile
(Labaree, 2008).
Limitations of the Study
This study did have three obvious limitations. First, by using a second-hand, large
data base, I was unable to conduct any observations in the classrooms, which prevented
capturing characteristics of classroom science teaching approaches through an additional
lens. Future studies should include observations to help verify the findings of this study.
Second, only some components of inquiry-based and didactic science teaching
approaches were represented because only limited items were used in surveying the
teaching approaches in the classrooms developed by TIMSS 2007. Therefore, other
components may be unrepresented because those components were not included in the
survey. Finally, causal relationships between different science teaching approaches and a
variety of students’ science achievements could not be determined since this study was
not an experimental study and there were many variables which could not be controlled.
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Suggestions for Future Studies
This study raises at least two suggestions that would enhance our knowledge base
for understanding the relationship between science teaching approaches and US student
science achievement. First, as this study was unable to conduct any observations in
classrooms, future studies should collect observation-based data of science teacher's
teaching practices. This will help verify the effectiveness of different teaching approaches
on student science learning. Through direct observation, more components of inquiry–
based instruction, beyond those found in the TIMSS instrument, might be determined.
These could be even more effective for student science learning. Observation-based data
will also help capture science learning styles of students of different racial groups. This
will help explain how these students respond to different science teaching approaches and
what influences their science performance. In addition, observation-based data will be
more likely to explain the attitudes, learning styles, and other features for these groups in
relation to their cultural values (Li, 2012). Second, as this study was conducted based on
non-experimental data, causal effects of different science teaching approaches on student
science achievements could not be obtained. It would be meaningful to involve causal
inference techniques, such as propensity score analysis, in future studies to treat the data
as if subjects were assigned to control and treatment groups (Hong, 2012).
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